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First annual fest celebrates Social change
By Alex Bozich
USD's first annual Social Issues
Festival
had
students drawing
on shoes, beating on drums and
schlepping buckets of water. Intended
to raise awareness of socioeconomic
issues that people face throughout
the world, the festival is hosted by
the Center for Awareness Service and
Action and will conclude tomorrow
evening.
The SIF is an offshoot of the
Social Issues Conference USD has
hosted since 1985. The 21st annual
conference was held last October
and featured local and national artists
whose works embodied themes of
social change.
This year's festival takes its name
from the theme of the conference,
which was "Artists Igniting Social
Change." All of the events were
planned around four levels of
awareness: personal, local, national
and international, and organizers from
CASA said they have been excited to
see members of the USD community
engaging personally and artistically
throughout the week.
"This is an opportunity for
students to express their views toward
social issues through different forms
of expression and art," said senior
Jeremy Day, the center coordinator
for CASA. Day has been a primary
organizer of SIF and explained that
he expects the final two days of the
festival to see a high turnout.
As part of the festival, CASA
hosted a screening of the alternative
agriculture film "FRESH" on April
17. The movie profiles people who
are involved in an alternative model
for the American food system, and the
Alexandra NelsonjThe Vista

See SOCIAL, Page 2

Walk for Water participants carry buckets of water across Colachis Plaza to the fountain outside of the IPJ onTuesday as part of the first annual Social Issues Festival.

Comm department gets a fresh face
By David Downs

Photo Courtesy of SanDiego.edu

Dr. Kristin Moran is a professor of
communication studies and recently
accepted the position of department chair,
effective July 1. Moran, a USD graduate
herself, plans to bring on more full-time
faculty in the fall.

The new department chair of
USD's department of communication
studies is getting ready to shake
things up for next year. Dr. Kristin
Moran will officially become the
new chair on July 1.
Moran received her Bachelor of
Arts in Communication Studies from
USD before obtaining her master's
degree and doctorate from the
University of Washington's School
of Communication. She returned
to her Alma Mater, USD, in 1999
as a visiting assistant professor and
became a permanent faculty member

in 2001.
The energetic new department
chair is already making plans to
create some major changes in the
department.
"The
department
recently
completed a program review," Moran
said, "so we will be implementing
some changes that came out of our
self-study and the external review.
One example is that we have been
discussing changes to the upper
division requirements to the major.
Any changes that we make to the
major need to be approved by the
college curriculum committee."
One of the first
issues the
incoming department chair will

tackle will be to increase the number
of full-time communication studies
professors. According to Moran, a
lack of full-time faculty is a problem
that affects many different USD
academic departments. Moran is
already creating a course of action
to rectify the problem. "Next year
we will search for two new faculty
members who will begin in fall
2012," she said.
Beyond
her
impressive
resume, Moran exemplifies USD's
commitment to diversity through
her research, which focuses on
Spanish-language media in the
United States, Mexico and Spain,
with special attention to the global

expansion of children's television
networks. She serves as
the
university's representative to the
Binational Association of Schools
of
Communication, known
as
BINACOM, an organization devoted
to cross-border interaction and
demystifying stereotypes through
ethical communication.
"I hope that I will be able to
support faculty in the department
to do their best work," Moran said,
"both in teaching and scholarship. I
hope to strengthen our relationships
across campus to ensure that we
offer
exciting
interdisciplinary

See COMM, Page 2

Suspect in SR-163 shooting is held without bail Campus
By Kristen Gehring
Stephen Dragasits was arrested
last week in the latest development of
the State Route 163 shooting incident
that involved USD senior Ashley
Simmons.
Officers
apprehended
Dragasits, 58, on April 20 for two
counts of attempted murder. •
According to the Los Angeles
Times, the California Highway Patrol
was able to link DNA from one of
the bullet casings left on the scene to
Dragasits. The suspect's DNA was in
the California Department of Justice
DNA database from a conviction last
month which involved throwing rocks
at vehicles in the same vicinity where
the shootings occurred.
Dragasits is reported to have fired
up to 12 shots on the freeway on the
morning of April 5, injuring Simmons
and striking another vehicle, which
left the driver unharmed. It is believed
that he did not have a particular target,
reported the Los Angeles Times. He
was arrested at a Wal-mart near the
site of the shooting, which is also near

the location of Dragasits' motor home
residence.
Dragasits arrived in court on
Friday for his arraignment wearing
sunglasses, which the judge ordered
to be removed. According to NBC San
Diego, he is reported to have exhibited
calm and indifferent behavior both
during his arrest and his appearance
in court.
Dragasits was originally arrested
on suspicion of attempted murder, but
the charges were reduced until more
evidence came to light. After pleading
not guilty to two counts of shooting at
an inhabited vehicle and assault with
a deadly weapon, Dragasits could
potentially face up to 19 years in
prison if convicted.
Officials revealed that video
surveillance of the area showed
Dragasits at the scene of the crime on
April 5. "I can tell you that we had a
total of three investigators assigned
to this full-time," CHP Captain Rich
Stewart told San Diego 6 News. "With
the cooperation of...the San Diego
Police Department and the San Diego
County Sheriff's Department and the

California Department of Justice, we
were able to develop information that
strongly suggests that Mr. Dragasits is
our suspect in the shooting."
Authorities say that the gun
Dragasits used to fire the bullets, a
Winchester 190 rifle, has not been
found. Additional evidence was
found in the suspect's motor home,
but according to NBC San Diego,
investigators could not reveal the
details..
Investigators
are
continuing
to follow up on leads involving
additional witnesses from the day
of the shooting, but feel confident
that they have the right suspect.
According to the San Diego UnionTribune, Dragasits claims that he is a
former San Diego county employee
and has served in the Navy, but this
information could not be confirmed.
In court on Friday, San Diego
Deputy District Attorney Chandelle
Konstanzer asked for Dragasits' bail
to be set at $2 million, but Judge
Szumowski refused any bail for the
suspect.
"I think Judge Szumowski made

a very good decision insuring that the
public is safe," Konstanzer told San
Diego 6 News.
Simmons was struck by gunfire
that Dragasits allegedly shot while
she was driving to campus for an
early morning class on April 5.
Simmons was heading south on the
SR-163, just north of Balboa Avenue,
when the bullet punctured her rib
cage, collapsing one of her lungs and
lodging in her liver. Simmons was
rushed to Sharp Memorial Hospital
and underwent emergency surgery.
Simmons has demonstrated a good
recovery since the incident and has
returned to class as usual.
According to a statement released
by Andy Hang, the spokesman
for Simmons' family, Simmons is
doing well and is looking forward
to graduating this May. "[Ashley] is
recovering from her injuries and is
in high spirits," Hang said. "This-has
been a traumatic experience; however,
she remains strong, and is trying
to move forward as she attempts to
complete her studies just in time for
graduation."
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Feasting essential before graduation

Closing up road would open up campus

Oh, the humanity!

To promote more unity on campus, USD
should close the street access on Marian
Way and turn it into a plaza.
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The Vista offers an in-depth look into the
interdisciplinary humanities at USD and
what it has to offer.
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Tickets for the senior banquet are now
on sale for the class of 2011. This year's
venue is the Omni Hotel.
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Students pioneer cupcake company

Access Music is gateway to hip hop

USD senior Ellesse Tzinberg and recent
grad Ryann Berens find the perfect recipe
with delicious and healthy Comfort
Couture.
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All the best in local and international hip
hop and underground rap can be found at
the Access Music record store in Pacific
Beach.
PAGE 12

invites Larry
King to speak
By Jen Gabrielli
USD has welcomed royalty,
celebrities and visionaries alike upon
our campus, but now we are welcoming
a legend.
Emmy Award-winning CNN anchor
Larry King was recently announced as
the USD College of Arts and Sciences
commencement speaker. Named "the
most remarkable talk-show host on TV
ever" by TV Guide and "master of the
mic" by Time magazine, King was most
famously the host of CNN's highestrated program, "Larry King Live," from
1985 to 2010.
The show, a mixture of what CNN
explains as "political debates, celebrity
interviews and topical discussions," was
the first worldwide radio-television talk

See KING, Page 2
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Men's tennis rules the West
USD's men's tennis team captured their
first WCC title in 21 years, defeating Santa
Clara 4-1.
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COMM, continued from Front Page
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The Walk for Water onTuesday raises awareness for the distance thousands of people in developing countries must walk to obtain access to clean water.

SOCIAL, continued from Front Page
event featured a farmers' market of
local San Diego food producers.
The week kicked off with three
yoga events on Tuesday, which were
meant to exemplify the power behind
unification and mindfulness when
working toward social change. Four
more yoga classes will be open to the
campus today at 7 a.m. in Mission
Crossroads, 12:30 p.m. in Aroma's,
5:30 p.m. on the Student Life Pavilion
Rooftop and 8:30 p.m. in the SLP
Plaza Minor.
Also held on Tuesday was the

Walk for Water, which was organized
in collaboration with Nika Water,
the San Diego-based company that
produces premium bottled water and
donates 100 percent of its profits to
support clean water and sanitation
projects in the developing world.
Themed Fountain to Fountain, the
walk had students carrying buckets
of water from Maher to the Institute
for Peace and Justice to symbolize the
difficulty that people in developing
countries face to supply themselves
with clean water. Every day,
thousands of these people are forced
to hike miles for access to clean water,
or else they risk contracting illnesses

The Fat
Flush plan

By Bernadette Smith
Scary as it may sound, the Fat
Flush Diet is an amazingly delicious
and smart way to detox your body and
kick-start eating habits afresh.
Dr. Ann
Louise Gittleman
pioneered the diet, and has published a
series of Fat Flush books which detail
the recipes and methodology behind her
approach. The philosophy is simple:
purify your body, purify your life. But
what I have found to be so unique about
the Fat Flush Diet is that it eliminates
the majority of food groups responsible
for the most common food allergies.
Phase one of the diet removes gluten,
dairy, red meats, nuts and processed
sugars from the body.
Another reason why the diet plan
is effective is because it incorporates
q high amount of fluids and fibers.
Upon waking up, the first thing you
are supposed to do is drink a cup of
hot water with lemon. This drink is
followed by what Gittleman calls
the Long Life Cocktail, which is a
humorous name for a concoction of
water, cranberry juice and flax seeds.
The diet calls for two cocktails a day,
one in the morning and one in the
evening.
The diet hinges upon planned,
small meals throughout the day,
which studies have shown to be the
best way to eat for the body because
it keeps blood sugar levels consistent.
Breakfast recipes include delicious
homemade smoothies with fruit and
fiber, as well as omelettes brimming
with fresh veggies.
The best part about Fat Rush is
that it increases your energy and mood
levels because you are only consuming
whole, natural foods. The plan can be
difficult for some at first because it

excludes caffeine, sodas and juices, but
once the second week of the plan rolls
around the results are more than worth
the difficulty.
Skin condition improves and
waistlines decrease within the first two
weeks simply because of the good fats
the diet incorporates, as well as the
high levels of hydration.
Apple cider vinegar is one of the
key ingredients in many of the salads
and dressings because it adds flavor
and also has been linked to improved
immune systems. One of my personal
favorites is a snack made of artichoke
hearts and apple cider vinegar. From
a package of artichoke hearts, half are
mashed up with the vinegar, cayenne
pepper and other spices, and the other
half is kept intact. The mashed portion
is mixed with the unmashed portion
and the result is a spicy, super healthy
salad of deliciousness.
Another one of my favorites is a
dinner recipe called turkey meatloaf.
It's incredibly easy to bake and makes
for a hearty meal. The recipe calls for
ground turkey which is mixed with a
tomato sauce blended with spices, and
the whole thing is baked for a little
under an hour.
The Fat Flush Diet is creative in
the way that it takes All-American type
favorites and offers recipes with pure
and healthy ingredients. I have taken
bits and pieces from the diet in the way
that I cook, as well as in the way that I
make choices when out to dinner with
friends.
Gittleman tops off the nutritional
advice by recommending a series of
daily vitamins to take while on the
plan.
If you are thinking of testing
the Fat Flush Diet out, start with the
most basic breakfast recipe - the fruit
smoothie.
Ingredients:
8 ounces of water
1 cup fresh or frozen berries
1 scoop protein powder
1 tablespoon of flaxseed oil
1 tablespoon of flax seeds
Ice cubes
Directions:
Combine ingredients in a blender
until smooth.

from contaminated water.
Students have an opportunity to
design a pair of Toms shoes at the
Style Your Soles event today at 12:30
p.m. in front of the Hahn University
Center. Many children in developing
countries grow up barefoot and do not
have access to even the most basic
types of shoes. According to their
website, Toms matches every pair of
shoes purchased with a pair of new
shoes that are given to a child in need.
Tomorrow's events will include
the Alternative Gift Fair and
Drumming Festival at 10 a.m. in the
UC, and a night with To Write Love On
Her Arms' creator Jamie Tworkowski

at 7 p.m. in the UC Forums. The
drumming festival will feature
performances and workshops by The
Monarch School and the World Beat
Center, and Tworkowski will speak
about what his non-profit organization
has achieved for depression, addiction
and suicide awareness.
More information about the
events can be found at SanDiego.
edu/CSL/CASA. While this was the
very first Social Issues Festival at
USD, Day has high hopes for what
the festival can achieve. "By unifying
a group," he said, "much can be
accomplished with just a little time
and a little effort."

opportunities for students. I have had
many experiences both as a student
at USD and as a faculty member that
I will use to inform how I approach
being chair. I plan to do everything 1
can so students can get the most out
of being a communication studies
major."
The position of department chair
is a rotating position that changes
every three years. The previous
department chair, Dr. Eric Pierson,
served five years in the position,
recently deciding to resign in order
to focus on other interests.
"I am stepping down so that 1
focus my energies on teaching and
research," Pierson said. "1 have two
book projects that have been waiting
for me to get back to them. I would
also like to work on revamping some
of my courses. This summer, for
example, 1 will be overhauling my
Film and Cultural Politics course,
and new films and new readings will
be part of the process. When you are
not in the office being chair, you are
often thinking about all the stuff that
the chair has to do."
Pierson explained that he is not
planning on leaving USD any time
soon. "Being the chair provides
you with excellent administrative
experience - experience that you
could take to other institutions,
however, I have no plans to leave
USD," he said. "I periodically get
phone calls and e-mails asking if I am
happy here and would 1 be interested
in moving. I work with great
colleagues and excellent students, so
I tell them, 'Yes I am happy, and no I
don't want to move.'"
With an air of change surrounding
the department of communication
studies, students can look forward
to scholastic improvements for the
2011-2012 academic year. ,

Larry King is coming to town
KING, continued from Front Page

show, and many claim that King
paved the way for crossover broadcast
journalists.
Known as the "Muhammad Ali of
the broadcast interview," King has been
inducted into five of the nation's leading
broadcasting halls of fame, solidifying
his legendary position among the best of
broadcast journalists.
He is also the recipient of the
prestigious Allen H. Neuharth Award
for Excellence in Journalism. King
has won numerous awards throughout
his broadcasting career, notably two
Peabody Awards for Excellence in
broadcasting for both his radio (1982)
and television (1992) shows. He has
also won 10 Cable ACE awards for
Best Interviewer and Best Talk Show
Series, and the Golden Mike Award for
Lifetime Achievement by the Radio &
Television News Association of Southern
California.
According to CNN.com, King has
been an instrumental part of the broadcast
news industry for decades. "With his
unique, conversational approach to
interviewing," the website reads, "he

Photo Courtesy of DBKing/Flickr CC

Larry King will speak at the College of Arts and Sciences commencement on May 22.

changed not only the landscape of cable
television, but television news in general,
and became a domineering force in
prime-time news programming."

The College of Arts and Sciences
will hold commencement on Sunday,
May 22, at 9 a.m. in the Jenny Craig
Pavilion.

Graduation incomplete without banquet
By Kristen Gehring
The Torero Program Board and
the Student Alumni Association are
hosting the annual senior banquet to
kick off the graduation season.
The senior event is set to be
held on Friday, April 29, from 6 p.m.
to 10:30 p.m. at the Omni Hotel in
downtown San Diego. There will
be a formal three-course dinner, and
students are asked to wear formal or
cocktail attire. The banquet will also
feature music from one of Stingaree's
DJs, as well as dancing, drinks and
late night snacks for the soon-to-be
graduates to enjoy.
Organizers are putting together
a slideshow featuring USD seniors,
followed by an awards ceremony
that will acknowledge students
and members of the faculty and
administration. The awards, known
as superlatives, include titles such

as "Favorite Male Student Athlete,"
"Student Leader of the Year" and
"Professor of the Year."
The banquet tradition began
in 1981, according to Volunteer
Coordinator for Alumni Relations
Christine McAuliffe, which makes
2011 the 30-year anniversary of
the senior celebration. This campus
tradition is one that seniors are
encouraged to attend as they wrap up
their college career.
"It is a great opportunity for all
the seniors to get together one last
time before going their separate ways
after graduation," senior Nikki Mona
said. "I can't wait to go."
The event is intended to give
seniors the ability to reminisce and
celebrate their experiences as Toreros,
as well as to welcome graduates into
the USD Alumni Association. "As a
member of USD's Student Alumni
Association I have been fortunate
enough to attend this event each of

my four years here." senior Kimberly
Kulesh, SAA vice president, said.
"Every year I've seen seniors come
to the banquet and have a phenomenal
time creating memories that truly top
off their USD experience."
Students can al so subm it donations
for the Class of 2011 Senior Class
Legacy Scholarship at the banquet.
The scholarship is funded by seniors
dedicated to benefit the incoming
freshman class. Almost 70 percent of
USD students receive financial aid for
their college education, and the Senior
Class Legacy Scholarship is one way
for graduating seniors to help fund a
fellow Torero's tuition.
Tickets are available now for
$28 per person with the option
of registering for one additional
guest. To register, make a donation
or vote for senior superlatives,
please visit the Alumni Association
website at SanDiego.edu/Alumni/
AlumniRelations.
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"If we all did the things we are capable of, we would astound
ourselves."
- THOMAS EDISON
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PUBLIC SAFETY REPORT
April 12 - April 21

April 16, 2011

April 12, 2011

April 15, 2011

Location: MAHER HALL

Location: MANCHESTER VILLAGE

Location: MISSION PARKING STRUCTURE

At 9:43 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of
vandalism. Upon investigation, a cement ashtray
outside of Maher Hall had been smashed between 7:45
p.m. and 9:12 p.m. Anyone with information regarding
this incident is encouraged to contact Public Safety at
(619) 260-7777.

At 7:05 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of a
theft. Upon investigation, a student left her text book at
the tram stop and when she returned it was missing.
The text book was later recovered.

At 5:31 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of
vehicle vandalism. Upon investigation, an unknown
person keyed an employee's vehicle between 2:20
p.m. and 5:10 p.m. Anyone with information regarding
this incident is encouraged to contact Public Safety at

April 13, 2011

(619) 260-7777.

Location: JENNY CRAIG PAVILION
At 2:46 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of a
theft. Upon investigation, an unknown person removed
a laptop and $5 cash from a secured locker on April
3 between 9:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.. Anyone with
information regarding this incident is encouraged to
contact Public Safety at (619) 260-7777.

April 19, 2011
Location: BORREGO HALL

April 15, 2011
Location: WEST KIOSK
At 10:19 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report
of an intoxicated student. Upon investigation, it was
determined that the student was unable to care for
herself and she was voluntarily transported to detox.

At 10:36 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report
of an alcohol violation in the residence halls. Upon
investigation, four students were cited for minor in
possession of alcohol and one student was cited for
being in the presence of alcohol. During the room
search, one of the residents was found in possession
of marijuana and drug paraphernalia. SDPD was
contacted to confiscate the evidence.

April 21, 2011

April 14, 2011
Location: VALLEY AREA
At 2:57 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of a
theft. Upon investigation, a student's bicycle, along
with its lock, was removed from the bike storage area
between midnight on February 20 and 5 p.m. on March
31. Anyone with information regarding this incident is
encouraged to contact Public Safety at (619) 260-7777.

Location: SAN JUAN

April 16, 2011
Location:ALCALA PARKWAY @ FOUNDERS HALL
At

2:01 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of

an intoxicated student. Upon investigation, it was
determined that the student required medical attention.
The student was evaluated and transported the hospital.

At 2:37 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of a
petty theft. Upon investigation, an iPod Touch and $60
cash was removed from a student's unsecured dorm
room between midnight on April 13 and 5 p.m. on April
17. Anyone with information regarding this incident is
encouraged to contact Public Safety at (619) 260-7777.
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FROM LEFT: Juniors Chuck Cook, Jeremy Whelan and Stephanie Atienza.

New AS board takes the lead
By Nazin Sedehi
Associated Students will be welcoming in
a new executive board as the new 2011-2012
academic year looms close on the horizon. The
incoming board will be comprised of Anthony
Pavlovic as president, Jeremy Whelan as
vice president, Chuck Cook as speaker of the
senate, Diana Rodriguez-Agiss as finance chair
and Stephanie Atienza as communications
chair. As the semester is coming to a close,
the incoming board has been working with the
students who currently hold AS positions to
better understand and internalize the everyday
duties of the positions.
"I believe one of the first places for the
new team to begin is making this transition as
seamless as possible," Cook said. "The current
executive team has done an amazing job with
the new AS structure, evaluating what has
worked and what areas have opportunity to
change and grow. We are working closely with
the outgoing team and hope to continue their
hard work and efforts."
All of the positions are going to be held by
passionate and eager students, many of whom
have extensive previous experience working
with AS. They each said they hope to embrace
the full responsibilities of their positions by
focusing on what they would like to change on
the USD campus.
Whelan said that he will focus on efforts
to expand USD's newly established Pep Band,
which started last fall. "As vice president of
AS I take responsibility for all matters that
pertain to academics, elections and the student
organizations," Whelan said. "I plan on
promoting USD's new Pep Band and helping
all who are interested to sign up and receive
school credit. AS is hoping to spark student
interest and spike athletic game attendance
and student participation."
As the new chair of communications,
Atienza said she hopes to improve modes of
communication between AS and the student
body as a whole. "This upcoming year we hope
to reach out to all of USD's undergraduate
population, especially to the freshmen, transfer
students and under-represented students on

our campus," Atienza said. "This year alone
our communication board and chair have done
a fabulous job with all of our marketing and
publicity. I am excited to carry on this spirit and
optimism into the new year."
Cook explained that he is looking forward to
the multitude of projects that AS will be working
on in the near future.
"One of the most significant carry-over
projects from this year will be the Strategic
Directions for the university," Cook said.
"Kelsey Chase was an instrumental person
for this committee and we hope to be able to
continually provide feedback on the direction of
the university."
According
to Cook, one
of
the
incoming board's goals is to be recognized
as a Changemaker Campus by the Ashoka
organization, a nonprofit aimed at addressing
a variety of social and societal issues around
the world. The Changemaker award recognizes
institutions of higher learning that excel in
providing resources, learning opportunities,
role models and community outreach programs
for their students. Schools that are selected as
Changemakers join the Ashoka group to "tackle
systemic problems and effect positive social
change regardless of their discipline," according
to their website.
"Another topic that we will be working on
next year is continuing to work with Ashoka
so that our school can become an official
Changemaker Campus," Cook said. "A majority
of the executive team will also be attending
this year's National Conference on Race and
Ethnicity in San Francisco. What we hope to
bring back from this conference are ideas on
how we can continue to create a more empathetic
campus on issues surrounding diversity and
inclusion."
Members of the incoming AS board
expressed a sense of excitement and motivation
for a fresh start. The board as a whole said
they are looking forward to increasing student
participation in AS activities.
"Some other plans for the upcoming year
include working on ways to better hear the
voice of students in our senate meetings," Cook
said. "There will be extensive training for the
incoming senate and lots of opportunities for
students to grow in their leadership abilities."
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BUSINESS
USD's cupcake connoisseurs start company
EDITOR

Lindsey Weintraub

hreintrait b@usdvi.sta.com

By Jen Gabrielli
Cupcake startup company Comfort
Couture has inspired more than just
the taste buds of USD students. This
student-run business venture is another
example of students sensing a need in
the community and working to fill that
void. Ryann Berens, who graduated
in December 2010, and senior Ellesse
Tzinberg started baking for charity in
August 2010 on the basis of healthy and
delicious cupcakes, never dreaming
that their altruistic aspirations would
turn into a company. The Vista sat
down with Tzinberg for a look into
Comfort Couture.
The Vista: How did you and Berens
meet?
Ellesse Tzinberg: We met through
mutual friends. We began to hang out
more and our crazy, goofy personalities
just easily meshed.
V: How did the idea for a cupcake
company come about?
ET: I' ve always been a huge foodie,
especially since I grew up around my
parent's resort in Malaysia, which
has a gourmet restaurant and chef, so
naturally delicious food was always
an obsession and art. Ryann and I are
also very active, outdoorsy, healthconscious girls who appreciate sweets
yet want to maintain a healthy lifestyle.
We are also both vegetarians, so we
appreciate vegetarian and vegan things.
After two years of experimenting in
my kitchen with different cupcakes
and perfecting recipes, we combined
our love of food, fitness and a healthy
lifestyle.
V: Your parents have a resort in
Malaysia?
ETi Yeah, they retired when I was five
or six, and it had always been their
dream to open a bed and breakfast. And
that kind of expanded into a resort.
V: So you're familiar with small ideas
bursting into bigger realities then.
ET: Totally. My parents converted
scraps and a plot of rainforest land into
a rainforest resort. And we're really
well known for our food.
V: So you and Ryann both had a
love for food, but did this start as a
business venture or just a hobby?
ET: Every holiday we Would do
a [cupcake] sale for a charity. We

would either have deliveries or do an
event where all the proceeds went to a
charity. So that's how we first started.
We were getting such positive feedback
and people started asking us if we
would cater, so when we realized it
would be a really good opportunity for
a company, we decided to do that. But
we are still going to do holiday sales for
charity so we can still participate in the
community.
V: It sounds like a dream, but
speaking more practically, how is
this financed?
ET: As of right now, it's out of [our]
savings. [We've] got to put some in
before we get anything out. We have
faith in our company, though. Also,
we have some investors in the works,
which is going to be great.
V: What's behind the name Comfort
Couture?
ET: Ryann represents "comfort."
She's from a small town in Minnesota,
Hastings, and is all about being
comfortable every day. I represent
"couture," [modeling for and] being
part of the Los Angeles fashion industry
and Paris fashion industry, [so] it just
made sense to put the two together.
Plus, the cupcakes have made a huge
impact at L.A. Fashion Week because
of their mini sizes and nutrition behind
[them]. The name also represents our
cupcakes. They're as delicious as
comfort food gets; it's comforting to
know that you're not being a terrible
person eating [them]. And they're
couture because of their look, the
amazing different flavors and the love
they're getting from models in L.A. We
also didn't want to put 'cupcake' in the
name, as we see in the future expanding
to more things than cupcakes. Perhaps
a delicious, healthy food cafe will pop
up.
V: Why is now the time to open a
cupcake company?
ET: The cupcake craze is becoming
more and more known and in higher
demand but there just isn't a cupcake
place that caters to the healthy lifestyle
we try to live. Also, Ryann [having]
graduated and me [being] almost there,
why wait? In a year we want to see
Comfort Couture full-fledged and as a
known name.
V: With Ryann having already
graduated and you working as a
model in L.A., where will home base

Photos Courtesy of EllesseTzinberg

ABOVE: Peppermint cupcakes from Comfort Couture. BELOW: Ryann Berens (left) and EllesseTzinberg (right) are partnering up to
launch Comfort Couture, healthy cupcakes made with style.

be?
ET: San Diego, just because it will
be easier for both of us. We're also
really close with a lot of [San Diego
organizations], like the Chargers'
chiropractors and health people, the
tourist aspects of San Diego - Ryann
is very involved in camps [around San
Diego]...so we want to keep our market
in San Diego right now and maybe
expand when it gets bigger. And San
Diego is concerned with health and
lifestyle, so it's the perfect place.
V: How hard is it for you two to build
your own company, especially while
in school and working?
ET: It's intense, that's for sure. Neither
of us are business majors, so we've
been doing a lot of research in the
library and online and reading some
business major friends' class lecture

notes and PowerPoints. Luckily,
[Ryann and I] have a great friendship,
so we work well together and split
the work and have been keeping each
other sane, motivated and inspired. We
complement each other's strengths and
weaknesses, so building this company
has been very enjoyable. It helps, too,
that we've had tremendous support
from teachers, students and family.
V: Do you hope for this to become a
full-time job?
ET: Hopefully. I'm hoping to graduate
and have this going and model on
the side. I'm also getting my Pilates
certification, so maybe I'll teach Pilates
a couple times a week, too.
V: What about Ryann?
ET: Ryann is very involved in
sustainability - she organized all of

Earth Week for USD. She definitely
wants this to become permanent,
too, but she'll keep working with
sustainability [efforts] in [and around]
San Diego.
V: So what's next? When will you
become an official company?
ET: Hopefully by summer. The next
step we see ourselves going in is a
farmers' market stand in Ocean Beach
and Hillcrest.
V: Where else can people get a hold
of Comfort Couture cupcakes?
ET: Right now we're doing e-mail and
phone orders. We need a 24-hour notice
and we can do pickup and delivery. And
we can cater events, as well.

Contact
Comfort
Couture
comfortcouturesd@ gmail .com.

at

Find an internship
for this summer

By Lindsey Weintraub
"About three-fourths of all college
students have had internships or some
type of professional work experience
by the time they graduate," said Phil
Gardner, director of Michigan State's
Collegiate
Employment
Research
Institute. Are you one of them?
This summer is the perfect time to
get an internship and leam more about
the field you're interested in. Internships
give you the opportunity to not only
gain valuable experience, but also hone
skills that are useful in a particular
industry and make connections with
professionals. These professionals can
serve as mentors and may later offer you
a job.
So how do you go about getting
an internship? First off, you have to
know what kind of industry you want to
go into and where you are going to be
for the summer. If you're going home,
you'll have to contact companies as
early as possible to plan for interviews
and give them a heads up as to when
you'll be ready to work.
When searching for an internship,
typical job posting websites such
as Craigslist.com, Indeed.com and
Monster.com have some opportunities.
But other sites are geared specifically
toward internships. Volunteermatch.org
and Idealist.org provide listings for the
nonprofit sector. TeamWorkOnline.com
helps students locate jobs in the sports
industry; Mediabistro.com is for jobs in
the creative/content industry; Bookjobs.
com is a website for opportunities in
publishing. Internship specific websites
such as Internqueen.com, Internsearch.
com and Experience.com can also be
helpful. Don't forget that you can also
use ToreroLink, USD's online job and
internship posting service, at Usd-csm.

symplicity.com/students/
However, you don't have to
limit yourself to websites with job
opportunities posted by companies. Just
because a company hasn't posted jobs
doesn't mean they're not interested in
taking on an intern. Cast a wide net and
contact everyone in the industry you're
interested in. The easiest way to do that
is by using Linkedln. If you don't have
a Linkedln page, get one now. It's a
great way to stay connected to alumni,
local professionals and coworkers. It's
also a great tool for learning more about
companies. If you go to the "companies"
tab on Linkedln and then click "search
companies," you can refine your search
by location and industry in the left
side column. Once you have narrowed
it down to companies in a particular
industry (or two) in your area, you can
click on a company's profile to learn
more about them and get statistics about
their employees. Use the company's
website to get either the company's
general e-mail address or a specific
employee, such as the CEO, and send
them an e-mail with both a cover letter
and a copy of your resume.
The cover letter doesn't have to be
long. If you're really stressing about
it, head over to USD's Career Services
in the Hughes Administration Center
Room 110, or Career Services for the
School of Business Administration in
Olin Hall Room 114. Both offer dropin hours and appointments with career
counselors who know their way around
the job market. They can help you
with everything from a cover letter to
polishing up your resume, preparing
for an interview or what to do once an
employer e-mails you back.
The first time I brought my resume
to Dr. Alan Farber, associate director of
Career Services, it was a complete mess.
But he helped me clean it up and now I
never have a doubt about sending it to
companies. He also helped me decide
what things were most important to have
on my resume.
Jump into the internship market
sooner rather than later; companies are
already hiring for the summer. Take
advantage of the wealth of resources
on campus, they're there to help you.
An internship can be a great learning
experience.

Photo Courtesy of clintonjeff/Flickr CC

Apple sues Samsung, says
"blatant copying" is wrong
Apple thinks it's not a coincidence that Samsung introduced strikingly a similar tablet computer and smartphone.

By Annie Ferreira
Apple, Inc., filed a lawsuit April 15
against competitor Samsung, alleging
that Samsung copied Apple's iPhone
and iPad with its Galaxy smartphones
and tablet. Apple claims that Samsung
is committing patent and trademark
infringement with its exceptionally
similar products. With intellectualproperty tensions on the rise in the mobile
market, this issue remains prevalent in
the marketplace, and companies like
Apple are taking measures to protect
their brand identity.
The lawsuit, filed in the United
States District Court of Appeals, asserts
that Samsung imitated more than
just the look of the products; Apple
contends that Samsung is mimicking
their products' software and hardware.
Apple is claiming that its patents and
trademarks have been violated through
extreme similarity of the product
design, packaging and user interface of
Samsung's Galaxy products.
Apple
spokeswoman
Kristin
Huguet spoke out about the lawsuit in a
recent statement. "This kind of blatant
copying is wrong," Huguet said. "We
need to protect Apple's intellectual
property when companies steal our
ideas."
A recent Wall Street Journal article
by technology writers Yukari Iwatanu
Kane and Ian Sherr explained the details
of the lawsuit and how Apple displayed
its sheer disappointment for Samsung's
actions. The 38-page lawsuit states that
"rather than innovate and develop its
own technology and a unique Samsung

style for its smartphone products and
computer tablets, Samsung chose to
copy Apple's technology, user interface
and innovative style in these infringing
products."
Included in the dense lawsuit were
side-by-side comparison photos of the
Apple iPhone and Galaxy S i9000,
in addition to photos of the iPad and
Samsung tablet. Apple also displayed
photos exhibiting similarities in the two
companies' packaging for their products
and icons for music, phone, text and
contacts applications. For example,
Samsung uses a sunflower logo to
represent the photo library icon on its
products, just like Apple..
Though Apple has dominated the
smartphone market with their iPhone for
several years, competitors like Samsung
have been seizing some of Apple's
market share, thanks to the innovative
Android operating system provided by
Google, Inc.
"Research from IDC expects the
smartphone market to grow more than
49 percent in 2011, from 303.4 million
units in 2010," Kane and Sherr said.
"Apple is expected to dominate the
market through .2015 according to
Gartner, Inc., but is facing increasing
competition from other companies."
Samsung is a supplier for Apple,
manufacturing some of the A4 and A5
processors used in the iPhone, iPad and
Apple TV products, so the lawsuit will
most likely present a conflict of interest
between the two companies and likely
disturb their business relationship.
Despite Samsung supplying Apple's
software components, they are climbing
up the smartphone ladder and proving

to be a strong competitor in the mobile
device market. It has been speculated
that the two technology giants will
eventually settle.
This lawsuit is an example of
how high the bar has been set in the
smartphone market, and a Samsung
spokesman said the company would
"actively" respond to the lawsuit.
"Samsung's development of core
technologies and strengthening our
intellectual property portfolio are keys
to our continued success," an Apple
spokesperson said.
According to Dan Burk, professor
at the University of California, Irvine
School of Law, the challenge for
Apple will be to repudiate a claim
from Samsung that the features are
similar because of functional necessity.
This may bring the actual patents into
question.
However, Samsung has now
decided to counter-sue Apple for patents
regarding
cellphone
transmission
technology.
"Samsung is responding actively
to the legal action taken against us,"
the company said in a statement,
"in order to protect our intellectual
property and to ensure our continued
innovation and growth in the mobile
communications business."
In addition to the lawsuit against
Samsung, Apple is tangled in a number
of other legal battles, some as a plaintiff
and some as a defendant. Opposing
companies include HTC Corp., Motorola
Mobility Holdings Inc., Amazon, Nokia
Corp. and Easman Kodak Co. All legal
battles are related to smartphone and
software products.
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"My life has a superb cast but I can't figure out the plot."
- ASHLEIGH BRILLIANT
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"The car has been completely redesigned with emphasis on aggressive body styling," Volkswagen said of its newly designed 2012 Beetle.

Volkswagen introduces a more masculine 2012 Beetle
By Lindsey Weintraub

Volkswagen unveiled their thirdgeneration Beetle with a makeover
that takes the iconic car away from
its feminine physique. According
to Volkswagen, the 2012 Beetle is
"substantially wider, the front hood is
longer, the front windshield is shifted
further back and [it] has a much steeper
incline."
The third generation's panoramic
top is 80 percent larger than its
predecessor. The revamped Beetle is
also 3.3 inches wider, half of an inch
shorter in height and six inches longer
in the body.
It is also shedding the name
"New Beetle" that it acquired in 1998,
the last time the car got a makeover.
Although Volkswagen considered
eliminating the Beetle from its lineup,

the car company ultimately decided
the Beetle was a part of their identity.
"[It's] a part of the heartbeat of the
organization," CEO of Volkswagen
Group of America Jonathon Browning
said of the company's fondness for the
car.
The Beetle was first produced
in a factory about 100 miles west
of Berlin in 1938. Production of the
series is credited with contributing
to Germany's economic comeback in
the 1960s. About 21.5 million of the
original models were produced before
the original model ceased production
in 2003.
The original Beetle was introduced
in 1949. Close to five million Beetles
were sold in the United States over

the next 30 years. The car was then
discontinued, until the New Beetle
emerged in 1998.
Last
November,
Volkswagen

revealed the silhouette of the
redesigned Beetle to The Oprah
Winfrey Show, giving 275 of the cars
away to the studio audience, hoping to
get people interested in the car.
Now, the tech specs are out and
interested buyers can see the 2012
Beetle in it's finished form.
The latest Beetle will give drivers
the option of either a turbo-charged
direct injection clean diesel or a turbocharged gasoline engine. According to
Volkswagen, the clean diesel engine,
with 40 miles per gallon on the
highway and 29 miles per gallon in the
city, is the most fuel efficient Beetle
ever offered.
According to Bloomberg.com, the
Beetle will be able to reach a maximum
speed of 225 kilometers, or 141 miles
per hour.
The standard model comes with
eight speakers. Customizable options

include a Fender audio system, which
provides "an additional subwoofer
and 400 watts of output power,"
Volkswagen said; an integrated CD
changer with an SD card slot and
touch screen; ambient lighting; and
navigation. This is the first
time
navigation has been offered in the
Beetle.
The
160-horsepower
and
200-horsepower Beetles will have a
rear spoiler. The new look "will be so
much more masculine," Soh Weiming,
Volkswagen's China sales chief said.
"It will open up a new customer for
us."
According to Truecar.com, the
Beetle's buyers last year were more
than 60 percent female, the highest
percentage for any vehicle sold in the
U.S. When the car was brought back in
1998, it was seen in "The Love Bug,"
a Disney comedy series, as the main

character, Herbie. The New Beetle is
commonly seen with flowers in the
front dashboard as well. These lead
many to think of the Beetle as a "girly"
car. Currently, Volkswagen doesn't
have any models ranked in the top 20
models for male buyers in the U.S.
According to Edmunds.com, the
Beetle lost 7.2 percent of the U.S.
subcompact segment last year from
the 31 percent of the segment it had in
2002. However, the U.S. remains the
Beetle's biggest market, where half of
the 1.17 million Beetles have been sold
globally since 1998.
Edmunds.com predicts that the
latest model may boost U.S. sales to
30,000 Beetles next year, 10,000 more
than in 2011.
The 2012 version of the Beetle
makes its American debut in September
and will go on sale in Europe in
October and Asia in February.

Hailey Means/TheVista

McDonald's holds "National Hiring
Day" for 50,000 potential employees
By Lindsey Weintraub
McDonald's recently made a move to hire
50,000 employees in one day, equating to about
four people per restaurant in the United States.
Thousands of hopeful and eager workers
showed up at restaurants across the country,
creating lines at locations. The company called
their effort National Hiring Day. Job seekers
could apply online or in person and were given
an assessment test of 35 questions.
McDonald's had extra public relations
staff at a variety of locations to accommodate
the media. However, National Hiring Day isn't
about publicity, according to spokespeople
from McDonald's.
"This isn't just a promotion," Danitra
Barnett, vice president of human resources
for McDonald's USA, said. The company has
an actual need for 50,000 new employees.
With positions offered at 14,000 restaurants
nationwide, there are positions available in
a variety of levels, from crew members to
management, as well as both part-time and fulltime jobs.
McDonald's starting pay averages eight

dollars an hour, according to McDonald's
spokeswoman Ashlee Yingling. This might not
be much, but for many people, it's enough to get
started or it's better than nothing. According to
spokespeople for McDonald's,75 percent of their
restaurant managers and 40 percent of corporate
employees started as restaurant crew members.
This includes McDonald's USA President Jan
Fields, who is one of Fortune Magazine's 50
Most Powerful Women. According to Fields,
restaurant managers have the opportunity to earn
$50,000 a year.
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
the food service job sector has expanded rapidly
since the beginning of this year, amounting
to 63,500 additional jobs. According to the
National Restaurant Association, the restaurant
industry accounts for 10 percent of the U.S.'
workforce, with 12.8 million people this year
and an estimated 1.3 million more by 2021.
Some say this may be a move by the
company to bring a more positive reaction to
working at McDonald's. The word "McJob" is
in the Oxford English dictionary, defined as "an
unstimulating, low-paid job with few prospects."
McDonald's will have the final results of the
hiring day in about one week.
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Marian Way should eventually become Marian Lawn
By Jen Gabriel li
My high school boyfriend and my
best friend both went to the University
of Southern California during my
senior year of high school. Needless
to say, I was there almost every
weekend. Between "The Row," the
USC-stamped waffles in the cafeteria
and the insanely enthusiastic school
spirit during football games, I fell in
love with what I considered to be the
quintessential campus life.
It was on these visits that I began
to think about where I would go to
college, what my campus would look
like and what I would be doing. Some
of these visions came true through
USD, some did not. I imagined
students walking to classes in their
pajamas (sometimes happens), pulling
all-nighters in the library (happens
too often) and playing impromptu
games of soccer or football across the
sprawling lawns (the subject of this
article).
USD professor J.J. Schlichtman
wrote a letter to the editor last week
concerning the possibility and benefit
of replacing Marian Way with "open
spaces, paths and benches." Claiming
they will not only add to the beauty of
the campus, but also to its sociability,
Schlichtman
imagines USD as
a community that can enjoy the
"grandeur of our campus while sitting
with friends rather than merely when
we are driving or hurriedly walking
through it."
When I arrived on USD's campus
as a freshman, I was too excited about
starting a new chapter of my life to
fully scrutinize the campus blueprint.
As a graduating senior who has spent
the past four years running every
which way around campus (try having
a 7:45 a.m. class in the Science and
Tech building while living in Missions
A, or even a 9:05 a.m. in SOLES while
living in the Vistas), I understand his
point. Our campus is well known as
the most beautiful in San Diego, with
our lounge chairs by an Olympicsized pool, spray-painted green
grass, architecture designed after a
city in Spain and a grounds crew that
cleans overnight just as magically as
Disneyland's does (it's a seriously
spotless place in the morning).
However, what we're seriously
lacking is an area for students to be;
literally, to BE, whether that means

Natalie Kunstadter/TheVista

to be loungers, to be Frisbee players
or to be nappers. Schlichtman says
we need a "space where students can
picnic, soak in the sun, sleep or play
catch."
It may sound awkward thinking
about having a picnic in the middle
of a campus. How strange it may
seem to read on a blanket or play
the guitar with some friends. But
honestly, if you look around campus,
we're begging for more spaces to do
these things. Girls lay out in front of
Founders in the hot Fall months, and
we don't think much of it. Do English
professors really want to look outside
of their office windows and see girls
in bikinis? We stare at music students
carrying their instruments around
campus, but do we stare because we
think its odd or because we think its
cool and wish we saw more of them.
These activities that at first seem
awkward are insanely common in
other colleges around the nation.

The beauty of a
vinyl record

They're only awkward and odd to us
because we haven't fully experienced
them. To some degree we have, for
those who lounge on the steps in
front of the Immaculata or around the
fountain in front of Maher Hall. But
those are really the only sections of
main campus designated as meeting
spots, places to sit and do homework
or, on a public relations level, as photo
opportunities.
What is even more awkward to
me is our culture as it is. Dearest Vista
reader, how many times have you
walked down the sidewalk to class,
only to glance up and see the very
last person you want to bump into in
that moment? Perhaps they're a friend
you're in a fight with, perhaps a crush
you don't want to see while in sweats
on your way to that 7:45 a.m. class
or perhaps a professor whose class
you missed earlier because you're
"sick." So we choose from three main
options: we grab our cell phones and

pretend to text or be on a phone call;
we pretend the earphones we have in
are actually attached to an iPod so we
can simply ignore them; or we play
ninja and immediately reroute our
path, whether that be around a bush,
through parked cars or straight across
the street. This type of anxiety isn't
pleasant, and a lawn would encourage
less avoidance and more interaction.
Even if you're a fan of this
culture, Marian Way becoming a
sprawling lawn is still the better plan
for you. Imagine all of the room you
will have to resume your awkward
ninja ways.
I understand that we're a
commuter school. I would estimate
that more than half of our campus,
including law students, faculty and
staff, don't live on or near campus.
As a senior, I am a commuter myself.
Therefore I completely understand the
argument that this would take away
parking. But then I think about all of

the reserved, tow away, Zip Car and
loading zone spots that I'm not able
to use anyway. That's probably about
half. The other half I don't usually
park in anyway - finding a spot on
Marian Way is equivalent to winning
the lottery, in my opinion.
Marian Way needs to become
a beautiful, rolling hill with lush,
sprawling lawns. I'm talking Torrey
Pines Golf Course, here. This will not
only add to our school's beauty (hello,
Office of Admissions selling point)
but also to our campus culture. We're
far too complacent with the walkinghead-turn-smile on our way to class
as an adequate hello, citing being late
to a class we don't actually have as a
reason to avoid conversation.
USD wants to make its students
happy, so if we think replacing
Marian Way with a lawn adds to our
perceptions of the quintessential
campus life, we need to start asking
for it.

Pentagon acted too fast on McChrystal
Article not reason enough to fire general
By Gunner Wiebe

By Sarah Jorgensen
While our society has begun to
fully enter the digital content stage,
it's good to get a reminder of what
the world was like before the Internet
existed. Over Easter vacation, I opted
to stay with a good friend of mine
in Orange County rather than make
the tedious journey back to the east
coast. As an avid music fan herself,
my friend suggested that we visit a
record store in Laguna Beach called
the Sound Spectrum.
Now, if you have not listened
to my USDRadio program, read
any of my previous columns or met
me in person, you probably do not
understand my deep seeded and,
honestly, pretty extreme love of
music. When I walked into the Sound
Spectrum, I felt like I was in heaven.
The walls were plastered in posters
of the Grateful Dead, Bob Marley
and The Beatles. The racks were
filled with an excellent assortment of
used CDs (my friend actually found
the incredible album "Dylan and the
Dead," which I highly recommend),
posters, accessories and T-shirts. The
sign outside read that the store had
been open since 1967. The friendly
man at the counter, who happened to
have impeccable taste in music, was
friendly, helpful and just as excited as
my friend and I at our discoveries.
Small, independent record stores
like the Sound Spectrum are a dying
breed. Though larger stores, like the
famous Amoeba stores in Los Angeles
and San Francisco (I found the
relatively rare vinyl addition of Little
Feat's excellent live album "Waiting
for Columbus" at the L.A. location),
still manage some success, it is
relatively rare for anyone, including

intense music fans, to possess hard
copies of albums they love. Artists
and record companies struggle to keep
CDs relevant, sometimes resorting to
adding extra features like videos to
the package, which, in most cases, are
pretty superfluous and can be found
just as easily online for free.
This is where Record Store
Day comes in. Each year in midApril, many major artists release
vinyl editions of rare recordings,
concerts or collaborations exclusively
available in record stores like the
Sound Spectrum. If you were at
Coachella, you may remember the
Zia tent that also offered Record Store
Day offerings and artist signings over
the weekend to celebrate the musical
holiday. Not only did I get to meet one
of my favorite folk artists, the Tallest
Man on Earth, but I also helped to
support him through the purchase of a
hard copy of his newest EP.
In many aspects of my life, I
consider myself a purist; I enjoy sushi
without soy sauce and physical books
with pages over e-books on a screen.
Though I certainly do not own hard
copies of everything in my extensive
music collection, I am going to try to
make a bigger effort to support the
artists I love in this way. It's easy to
simply download any album, legally
or illegally, but there is something
special about holding the physical
album in your hands with complete
album art, liner notes and design - this
is how the artist intended for you to
experience the music. It's especially
powerful with older albums, since the
physical copy can help contextualize
the album for the listener.
Even if you aren't a huge music
fan, I encourage you to support
whatever artists you do enjoy through
purchasing an album at a record store.
Not only will you have a unique and
fun experience at the store itself, but
you will be supporting small business
owners and your favorite artists alike,
and that way, your favorite artists can
continue to make the music you love
in years to come.
The world of music is changing,
but through the power of your dollar,
you can help ensure that the music
never stops.

A recently released report by the
Pentagon challenged the accuracy
of an article that was published
in Rolling Stone last June. The
article,which was about former Army
General Stanley A. McChrystal,
reported that McChrystal made
disparaging remarks about President
Barack
Obama's
administration
officials. Rolling Stone has stood by
their story, saying it was "accurate in
every detail."
CBS News reported that acting
Deputy Inspector General Michael
S. Child's report concluded that
"the evidence was insufficient"
to be certain that McChrystal had
made the alleged remarks that led
to him resigning. Despite the news
of McChrystal being cleared by the
Pentagon in this scandal, things do
not add up.
According to NPR, following the
release of the Rolling Stone article,
McChrystal was summoned to the
White House and forced to resign.
It seems irresponsible that an army
general would lose his job because of a
Rolling Stone article without the story
being more heavily investigated. NPR
reported that Obama even released a
statement at the time of McChrystal's
resignation, saying McChrystal had
fallen short of "the standard that
should be set by a commanding
general."
The Pentagon should not have
come out and released the information
that they did. It 'shows that the
government puts too much stock into
information that is reported to the
public. It shows that the government
can be influenced by outside
sources and make decisions without
immediate investigation to check the
validity of a story.
The report that the Pentagon
released is still unclear concerning the
facts of the incident. NPR, however,
has released pieces of the report. "In
some instances, we found no witnesses
who acknowledged making or hearing
the comments as reported," the
report reads. "In other instances, we
confirmed that the general substance
of an incident at issue occurred, but

Kelsey Perry /The Vista

not in the exact context described in
the article."
The Pentagon's move to release
the report didn't prove McChrystal
innocent of making disparaging
comments. It might have been released
to increase the former general's public
approval in light of McChrystal's
recent appointment to head a new
advisory board to support military
families. According to DailyPress.
com, the new advisory board is an
initiative led by Michelle Obama and
Jill Biden, and will bring attention
to the plights of military families
through activism in schools, churches,
and other community centers.
Although the Pentagon should
not have released the report to try
and potentially soften any criticism
of appointing him in his new role, the
problem stems from the government
accepting McChrystal's resignation
too hastily and not scrutinizing the

story more. The government should
be held accountable for the decisions
it makes, including the dismissal of
an army general, and should not place
the blame on an article published in
Rolling Stone. Rolling Stone, too,
should be held accountable for the
stories that it publishes. However, with
no real evidence from the government
to prove that their story is fabricated,
they have remained a credible source
of information.
With the Pentagon's decision to
side with McChrystal,even though the
report did not rule out that disparaging
remarks could have been made, they
have raised questions about the
government's process in reviewing
new information that comes to light
through the media. McChrystal held
a position where he was not allowed
to say negative things about the
government. The Pentagon made a
huge mistake by siding with him.
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Questioning whether blue is really the new green Suicide
In new

efforts, improves
USD
upon its sustainability ratings

By Nick Dixon
"Be Blue, Go Green" is the
University of San Diego's sustainability
motto fed to students ad nauseum. This
phrase, printed seemingly everywhere
on campus, prompts some to wonder
whether the message is fully digested
or ignored.
Social
and
environmental
sustainability is one of USD's
hallmarks, as the College of Arts and
Sciences' website declares, "Our
faculty and students in the College
of Arts and Sciences are at the core
of the university's interdisciplinary
efforts in sustainability." These days,
the buzzword for greener campuses
is "sustainability," defined on the "Be
Blue, Go Green" website as, "The use
of ecosystems and their resources in
a manner that satisfies current needs
without compromising the needs or
options of future generations." The
rhetoric appears conducive to greener
efforts. However, talking the talk is
one thing, walking the walk is another
entirely.
When
asked
what
USD
needs to work on, the Director
of the Sustainability Task Force
Michael
Catanzaro
answered,
"Gosh, everything!" It is clear that
Catanzaro's jeer at efforts thus far
stems from USD's ambition for a
complete overhaul. In fact, USD is at
the forefront of universities making
the transition to greener technologies
and more sustainable practices. In
2010, USD earned third place in the
RecycleMania competition. This was
a competition among 600 national
colleges based on recycling and trash
data reported over a 10-week period.
Additionally, USD was included
in the Princeton Review's Guide to
Green Colleges 2010. In October,
USD received a letter grade of a B+ on
the Sustainable Endowments Institute
College Sustainability Report Card. In
addition, the Student Life Pavilion is
a LEED (Leadership in Environmental
and Energy Design)- certified building.
Just recently, USD unveiled 5,000
new solar panels on some buildings
on campus, including the Jenny Craig
Pavilion and Manchester Village
residence halls. The event to honor the
switch was called Toreros Running on
Sunshine. Funded by Solana Beachbased energy company AMSOLAR,
the solar-panel project catapulted
USD to the rank of the eighth largest
solar energy facility among U.S.
colleges. The purpose of the project
was to decrease USD's environmental
impact, save money on energy and
educate community members about
the benefits of using renewable energy
sources.
"Going green" can imply more
than the switch to renewable energy
sources. According to a website
produced by the Forestry Department of
the Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations, being green also
connotes commitment to "sustainable
supply systems and to ensure benefits
to local people from national, regional
and international trade." In this vein,
USD pumps fair trade certified coffee

By Dillon Jacobsen

Sarah Jorgensen /The Vista

via Ryan's Bros. Coffee Company into
The university also puts on events
the cups of Toreros.
during important times in its efforts
Impressively, USD was the first
toward green living. During Earth
campus in the nation to have its own Week, USD employs a multitude of
on-site coffee roaster, featured in speakers to come talk about ways to
Aromas Cafe. The roaster produces live green, as well as many activities,
up to 250 pounds of coffee per day such as movie screenings and yoga
while using 10 percent less packaging lessons, in which professors and
for their beans and recycling all of students can participate. In addition,
the grounds. The partnership of USD USD held the Climate and Energy
Dining Services and Ryan Bros. Law Symposium in an effort to bring
Coffee is a testament to the creativity together like-minded professionals to
and success that sustainability projects discuss the many ways to deal with
can have.
climate change. These events put USD
As long as we're bringing up ahead of many national universities
dining halls, we might as well mention in
addressing
environmental
USD's Biodigester, one of USD's best- sustainability.
kept secrets, which is "one way we
More recently, on April 20,
keep our trash in check and reduce the USD E-Waste Recycle Center
our solid waste," Catanzaro said. In opened down the street from campus.
summary, a Biodigester consumes Located at 5330 Linda Vista Road,
hundreds of pounds of leftover food, the center accepts your kaput
squeezes out the water and reduces the electronics and electronic accessories.
rest of the waste to a fist-sized ball. As a participation incentive, USD is
Now that's high tech. The excess water offering a raffle where donors can
is safe for the sewers and virtually win an iPad 2, on the condition that
innocuous - just don't try and taste it.
when that goes kaput they'll take the
Other sustainability projects are proper recycling measures to reduce
in the works as well. Zimride.com, environmental impact.
a carpooling website with options
E-Waste is an important new
exclusive to USD students, was facet of the sustainability force, as the
recently launched with the hope that metals and chemicals included in most
students can cut back on carbon output things with an on/off switch come
through ride-sharing. To conserve with high social and environmental
water during this current drought, costs. One Newsweek article equates
USD landscaping uses recycled water. the mining of tin, tantalum, gold and

tungsten—metals mined in the Congo
and common in most touch-screen
products—to
the
blood-diamond
trade. Additionally, the chemicals in
electronics produce dangerous run-off
that can be hazardous or carcinogenic.
If you don't recycle at a trustworthy
collection center, your electronics may
be shipped to third-world locations
where they collect in toxic stockpiles
where local peasants looking to make
a dime burn their hands sifting through
them.
Though USD is one of the
universities bushwhacking the greener
trail, there are some areas where it falls
short. Last year, a report surfaced that
USD was potentially not recycling
as advertised. Responsibly, USD
responded by putting out more trash
cans and adding one recycle bin to each
trash can in every classroom. Reducing
the university's waste stream is at the
forefront of Catanzaro's to-do list,
but requires the active participation
of the student body to make sure that
recyclables are recycled.
Herein
lies
the
problem
undermining
sustainability
efforts, campus apathy and lack of
involvement.
However,
prudent
recycling, carpooling and investigation
as to where the products you buy come
from and where they go after you're
done using them can make all the
difference in and for the world.

Republicans opposed to interracial marriage
Despite rise in relationships, conservative opinions rooted in ignorance
By Bianca Bruno
Going into the 2012 election, it is
clear that the party politics that have
typically permeated election cycles
are changing dramatically. The rise
of the Tea Party in the past few years
has changed the dynamics between
Republicans and Democrats, both in
forming a counter-political party and
in challenging the definition of what it
is to be a Republican or conservative
in America. Republicans and Tea
Party members have been especially
critical of
minority Americans,
targeting them as the root cause for
all the social, political and economic
problems that have plagued America
in the past few years.
In a startling poll that was
recently conducted by Public Policy
Polling, 46 percent of Mississippi
Republicans revealed that they want
interracial marriages banned. As if
this weren't shocking enough, only
40 percent of the Republicans polled
felt that interracial marriages should
be legal. This is incredibly distrubing
because not only does such a large
percentage of Republicans want
interracial marriage banned, but
more GOP voters think it should be
illegal, rather than legal. This climate
is toxic for not only the people in
mixed race relationships, but also for
their children who have mixed race

rate not
connected
to politics

ancestry.
According to AOL News, the
polling firm, based in North Carolina,
asked 400 Republican voters about
their preferences for candidates
for state and national offices, in
addition to their views on interracial
marriage.- These surprising findings
were revealed only 45 years after
Mississippi
legalized
interracial
marriage. Despite national efforts
in the past few decades to promote
not only tolerance of others, but
acceptance and respect as well, it is
clear that more work needs to be done.
The poll also reveals the social
tendencies of Tea Party supporters,
making it clear that the radical rhetoric
of Tea Party politicians is hitting
home with those Americans looking
to blame minority residents for the
misfortunes this country has endured.
Those Republicans who were in
favor of banning interracial marriage
were also more likely to support Palin.
Mississippi Republicans who believe
interracial marriage should be legal
were more supportive of Mitt Romney.
This just goes to show that some
American voters are choosing to trust
the irrational politics of such "wellinformed" individuals as hockeymom Sarah Palin, rather than embrace
individuals who may seem different
on a surface level, but in reality have
the same goals and values as those
who look "American."

According to The New York
Times, this blow to equality is
coming at a time when the South, and
Mississippi in particular, is on the
cusp of rapid multiracial expansion;
Mississippi's multiracial populations
are up 70 percent according to new
data from the U.S. Census Bureau.
Mississippi also saw the most
interracial marriages in the past
decade according to the American
Community Survey.
While the South is obviously
in a period of changing attitudes
surrounding race and interracial
relationships, these changes are not
quite as staggering as they seem.
Although the multiracial population
has risen dramatically in recent years,
mixed race people only account for
34,000 people, or 1.1 percent of the
population. This may, despite its
irrationality, be why so many people
are hesitant to accept interracial
marriages aqjl relationships. While,
with time, more people will come
to accept those who choose to love
someone from a different background,
we cannot simply wait for acceptance
to happen. Those in places of authority
need to step up to the plate and
encourage acceptance and tolerance,
setting the example for everyone else.
At most, the children of interracial
marriages need to be accepted for
who they are. This is being addressed
through such changes as the new

option available to check more than
one racial category on the census, in
addition to many educational tools and
books available that address mixed
race relations and families. These
children are the products of what the
capacity to love beyond racial lines
looks like, and are literally changing
the face of what it means to be an
American. Their existence and their
family heritage needs to be presented
in the public sphere as a valid family
unit in order for real change and
acceptance to take effect in places
such as Mississippi.
The poll results of Mississippi
residents' opinions on interracial
marriage reveal quite an unsettling
trend that goes backwards in terms
of equal rights. However, the strides
that have been made in that state,
or in the South, for that matter,
in regards to public opinion and
discourse on interracial relationships
and mixed race people should not go
unrecognized. The fact that interracial
relationships have been on the rise in
Mississippi shows that the South is
moving in the direction of tolerance
and acceptance for all people and
relationships. However, these strides
need to be made in a more timely
manner. It is the responsibility of
politicians and leaders to recognize
the vital importance held in addressing
this issue if America is truly to be a
land of equality for all.

To be loved and to feel wanted.
To be respected for what you are,
and all that you are. These simple
requests are universal and should be
satisfied for everybody, by everybody.
Unfortunately, the sad reality is that
so many people, especially teenagers,
feel hopeless and unloved. For many,
suicide is a way out—it is an escape
to a reality without meaninglessness,
numbness or desperation. According
to the National Institute of Mental
Health, suicide is the third leading
cause of death for young people ages
15 to 24.
Discovering
what
pushes
teenagers to suicide is a question
society has been trying to answer
for decades. A new study claims to
finally be on the verge of answering
a part of this complex question. The
study by Mark Hatzenbuehler, a
Columbia University psychologist and
researcher, found that gay teenagers
living in more liberal areas are far less
likely to attempt suicide. This seems
to be a pretty obvious conclusion,
though.
The
truly
interesting
discovery is that straight teens, too,
are less likely to be suicidal in more
liberal areas.
The data from this study shows
an important factor regarding the
causation of suicide and provides
a lesson that society should finally
learn: be nice. The nature of teenagers'
surrounding environment is, according
to the study, a large determinant of
suicide rates. Political standing is not
the key element, though. For example,
it could be argued that more liberal
areas are not as financially
well-off
as more conservative areas, leading
to a lower quality of life. The study
doesn't account for a vast number of
lurking variables, which is why its
general conclusion is not a valid one.
A part of it, though, can be interpreted
in a valuable way.
What is more important than
politics is to simply be tolerant and
respectful of others. If teenagers are
constantly being insulted by peers and
made to feel guilty for being different,
their options for happiness are limited.
Many come to the conclusion that a
life of abuse isn't a life worth living
at all. When the people around them
have completely abandoned them, it
can seem like there is nothing worth
living for. It's our job as a society
to show them that this isn't the true
reality of things.
An important step is to realize
that society holds the power to make
a change. This isn't a cliched ideology
but instead a powerful truth. One less
snide remark, one more offer to help
could be all the difference. Being
a momentary comic at the expense
of someone else's self-esteem isn't
worth it. Thinking that your opinion
is the only one that matters, or that
your way of life is the only way, is
both ignorant and wrong. People
must take a hint from John Lennon's
"Imagine" and transcend the artificial
self-importance so many people in
society feel.
There are other ways to curb the
suicide rate, too. There are numerous
organizations that preach the ideas
of being considerate and tolerant,
in addition to acting as a resource
for those in need of help. One such
group is To Write Love on Her Arms,
founded
by Jamie Tworkowski.
According to the TWLOHA website,
the vision is "that we can reduce the
suicide rate in America and around
the world. The vision is that we would
learn what it means to love our friends,
and that we would love ourselves
enough to get the help we need. The
vision is better endings. The vision is
the restoration of broken families and
broken relationships. The vision is
people finding life, finding freedom,
finding love."
Tworkowski will be speaking on
campus speaking at 7 p.m. tomorrow
in UC Forums A and B, sending the
same message that Hatzenbuehler's
study
produced:
tolerance
and
kindness are the keys to curbing
suicide.
Yes, we will all turn into dust
in the end. Yes, we will all die into
nothingness. Yes, we will all be
forgotten. But that doesn't mean life
on earth isn't valuable and isn't worth
living to the fullest extent. Living a
life of meaning and purpose, with
love and happiness, is something no
one should take from another person.
Living in peace, free of persecution
for being different, free of the
unimportant judgments of others,
shouldn't be a commodity —it should
be an expectation.
The power is in your hands.
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2012 election will require unity
Parties must rally around common message
By Dane Cummaro

His novelty is gone. For all of
the soaring oratory and first class
demeanor he has shown over his
tenure as president, President Barack
Obama faces fierce opposition in
2012.
In the historic 2008 election, the
United States rediscovered the pure
ideals envisioned by our forefathers.
Not only did our nation elect its first
ever black president, we elected a man
with an inspirational public message.
He spoke about "change" and "hope"
and provided a stark contrast to his
more cynical counterpart, Sen. John
McCain.
But that election was less
complicated, since we had two fresh
candidates on the platform. The
upcoming election will be different,
because now, Obama has his own
resume to defend. His decisions have
been controversial and, at times,
divisive.
Republican opponents have been
repelled by Obama's push for national
health care reform. They shudder
when watching our government
use more multilateral approaches
in foreign policy. They complain
that the economy is getting worse.
According to The New York Times,
the unemployment rate has reached
its highest point in two years. These
are the likely critiques that will plague
Obama in his 2012 campaign.
But the Republicans lack unity.
Republican candidates are splintered
between Tea Party advocates and
conservatives, leading to divisions

on major issues within the party. For
example, Republicans Sarah Palin,the
former governor of Alaska, and Haley
Barbour, the governor of Mississippi,
supported Obama's decision to
launch a no-fly zone over Libya. Yet,
Republican presidential hopefuls Mitt
Romney and Newt Gingrich have
aggressively criticized it.
These
inconsistencies
are
problematic.
Republicans
are
complaining
about
Obama's
decisions, yet they cannot decide
on a solution. Take health care, for
instance. Few argue that health care
reform is a bad idea. So Obama put
together a plan to guarantee health
insurance to tens of millions of
Americans. Still, Republicans fiercely
opposed Obama's legislation, which
wouldn't be so troubling if there was
an alternative plan. Many Tea Party
sympathizers viewed it as a stepping
stone toward socialist policies. Yet,
Romney, the current Republican
front-runner, supports his own health
plan, which very closely represents
the current legislation. They seem to
be opposing an issue just for the sake
of opposing it.
Disunion within the Republican
party has provided an opening for
Obama. Obama argues in his recently
launched 2012 campaign that he has
worked to change the old, corrupt
Washington politics.
The New York Times explained
the platitudes of the new Obama
campaign. His campaign managers
point to a White House that reveals
its visitor logs in an effort for greater
transparency. The campaign claims

that Obama's greatest compromise
was laying out a new tax deal. The
campaign underscores his foreign
policy that has gained America global
respect, citing a nuclear treaty with
Russia as an example.
"What he needs to say is that he
came in office facing unprecedented
challenges," said Chris Lehane, a
Democratic political consultant who
worked for former President Bill
Clinton, "two wars and [an] economy
that was on the cusp of the next
Great Depression - and has gotten the
country back on track, but there is still
enormous work ahead of us,"
Still, many remain skeptical.
Obama campaigned on abolishing
Guantanamo Bay.
He promised
to turn the economy around and to
abolish the Bush tax cuts. But he's
zero for three on those promises.
When presidents cannot deliver
on their big promises, the public
protests. Thus, this summer leading
up to his reelection bid should be
particularly hot for the Obama
campaign. Pointed shots will be taken
at what he has done and what he has
failed to do.
However, with a Republican base
that is as interested at looking at the
president's birth certificate as it is
with finding solutions, maybe Obama
will find an opening in next year's
election. His greatest strength may lie
in his own party's backing.
With no one man to lead the
conservative charge, the public may
be willing to give Obama one more
chance. After all, they gave George
W. Bush a second term.

2012 Presidential Election
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Letters to the Editor Policy
The Vista strongly encourages letters to the editor from
students, faculty, staff, administration and the community.
Correspondence should be sent to channeke@usdvista.com
with the subject line "Letter to the Editor."
Submissions must be limited to 300 words and
include verifiable contact information.
Letter content will not be edited for clarity, style
or grammar in order to preserve its authenticity.
The Vista does not publish anonymous letters,
those addressed to a third party or letters in poor taste.
We look forward to hearing from you.

Letter to the Editor
I am a huge supporter of Earth Week activities. As a "Be Blue Go Green"
advocate I try to support suability in my everyday actions. For me "Earth Week"
is a reminder to my daily commitment to sustainability. I think that in the past the
Mission Beach Tram and the Bike to School activity have been great ways for
USD's commuter students to avoid excessive C02 admissions. This year howev
er I think that the Earth Week activity of turning off tram services to main campus
took turn to the inconsiderate side.
For many the Tram is more then just a way to be lazy and not walk across
campus. For some of USD's students with either temporary or permanent dis
abilities the tram is an aid in transportation. For some it's a mild inconvenience to
not have the trams go through main campus, but for others it's a serious impedi
ment. I know that there are students here that cannot walk from Maher to Camino
because of a disability. Without the trams these students are left in a serious bind.
Disability services has offered alternative transportation to students that need it,
but I'd argue that most students don't want to be identified by their disability, and
they may not reach out to disability services.
I hope that this letter shows that while I am in support of Green activities
there needs to be a serious revision to Earth Week activities next year. Please
consider the possibilities of changing transportation for those that really rely on it.
Perhaps a focus on changing the trams to a more sustainable fuel sources like biodiesel might be a more effective way to address green transportation on campus.
- Fran Iacono, University Ministry Retreats Intern
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Opportunities abound for the dog days of summer
During the summers where we couldn't drive, we d walk to Braum s for some soft serve ice
With only 12 days of school left in the semester, the hunt for the perfect summer internship, job
cream.
When we finally could drive, we'd get snow cones at our favorite local stand. Those were
or trip has begun. It's expected and typical for college students to get a summer job or internship,
the days when I had no responsibilities. Thinking back on it, I probably should have taken more
and although it's important to have that experience for your resume and for future jobs, there are
advantage of those summers."
so many other things, besides just working, that you can incorporate into your summer plans.
For some of us, summer is a time to do something we often don't get to do enough of when
Even though college is the perfect time to build your resume and figure out what you really
classes
are in session. "1 feel like going home for summer provides you with the opportunity to
want to do with your life, it is also a transition time into the real world. Here at The Vista, we
clear your mind and also catch up on some z's," Sports Editor Tyler Wilson said.
believe that it's important to enjoy your summers in addition to working hard.
In between clubs, Greek life, work, internships, studying and, dare we say, hanging out with
"There's a lot of pressure for people to have internships and jobs," Opinion Editor Sarah
your
friends, time for sleep and other seemingly mundane activities can often be few and far
Jorgensen said, "which is really important. Oftentimes, however, people end up getting frustrated
between. "I think people should use the summer to accomplish all of those
when they don't get the internship of their dreams, but they shouldn't
things they wanted to do during the school year but didn't have time for,"
be discouraged; there are plenty of other opportunities that will get
££
Summer is an nnnnrtunitv
Business Editor Lindsey Weintraub said. "Such as internships, long-term
you the same experience. Plus, summer is also a good opportunity to
•• OUtnmer IS an opportunity
projects, catching up on personal reading and cleaning and organizational
be adventurous and travel. Activities like that are just as important for fay
students to expand upon their
efforts."
your personal development as a high profile internship. This summer, I ,
.
For those looking to get crafty this summer, it might be time to do
have a great internship at a media company, but I'm still making time educational oppoi tUlllties
a self-evaluation and figure out what your hobbies and interests may be.
to see my favorite band at a local music festival."
beyond the claSSWOm.
s s
"The summer is a good time for people who are interested in knowing
While many of us may want to put school out of our minds in favor
where their food comes from to try their hand at growing their own summer
of time spent as lazy days and fun nights, summer can serve as a time
garden,"
Assistant
Opinion
Editor Bianca Bruno said. "Summertime allows more time to dedicate
to reflect upon your education. "I think summer is an opporunity for students to expand upon their
yourself to the whole process it takes to grow something from a seed and then harvest it and create
educational opporunities beyond the classroom by going out and applying those ideas learned
a fresh, seasonal meal with food you produced yourself."
during school into professional, tangible expericence through internships, jobs or volunteering,"
• There are many fulfilling activities that you can tackle during your summer like community
News Editor Bernadette Smith said.
service projects, which are always available in any community. "1 think summer is a good time
Although no one should underestimate the value that internship experience can bring to a
to pursue volunteer opportunities," Graphic Designer Lauren Millslagle said. During the school
resum£ or portfolio, sometimes working for free isn't the best way to spend time when one can
year, we oftentimes get caught up in our school work and trying to succeed academically. But it s
make some money. "I have no time to enjoy my summer since I'll be working with my dad. Arts
important to give back to the community as well. Please spay and neuter your pets."
& Culture Editor Kyle Strickland said, "so no one else should either. Everyone else should just
So if your parents' nagging won't subside, tell them you'll be working on a hobby, broadening
suffer and die. I'm just kidding, except about the suffering part."
your
horizons by traveling or even giving back to the community. And if all else fails, enjoy
In addition, it is important to always remember those epic summers as a kid, wasting your
yourself.
"It's your summer," Associate Editor Chris Hanneke said. "Do whatever you want to
days away with useless activities. "Growing up in Texas, our summers were stiflingly hot,"
do."
Managing Editor Allie Safran said. "I spent my days in the pool with all of my neighbor friends.

The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body.
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"The more that you give, why, the more it will take to the thin line
beyond which you really can't fake."
- GRATEFUL DEAD
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desler andT^ota Rnanclal Seivlces,
Toyotavehicles,
VisittoyotafinanciaLcom/collagerebate

of contact yotifToyfo faltrfo wok infomulion,

ipgbOKtelindAsbf
tiigjinHJWIII

wit tfunr imrodiiwitlkiJrlin

Old Town
4835 Pacific Highway, SD 92110
#619-692-1116

For more information on sizes, amenities, prices and specials
Please visit our website or call us!
!

ww,secure-selfstorage.com

I can help you with

9 Mo. Student PACIFIC BEACH,
Rental in
Bay Pointe
Apartments
1 Pacific Beach
for
2011/2012 Studios starting at
$895/mo
And Study Skills
Ocean 1 bedrooms starting for midterms, finals
at $1195/mo
View,
and specialty tests
starting
Private 2 bedrooms
including the
at $1695/mo

TEST
ANXIETY

Patio,
steps to
Boardwalk
4BR/4BA

ticks iilly leh ifista EC
mat favorite pavper.

I read it onlyne.
theusdvista.com
duh.

$4850/Mo
Call Suzy
858-354-9930

Email: suzy@
sandiego.edu

Bar Exam

ASK ABOUT
ADDITIONAL
MOVE IN
SPECIALS!

No Cost
Consultation
Call Alan at

Close to the beach, freeway
access, shopping and
restaurants
Open Mon- Fri 9-6, Sat 9-5,
Sun 10-4

Call today 858-273-5525
or visit us at www.
baypointeapartmenthomes.com

3866 Ingraham Street 92109

858.752.1110
helpwithtevtaiudety.coni
"1 knew my study material
but my test anxiety caused, me
to fail- Thanks to Alan I broke
my stress cycle, became relaxed,
confident and in control. This
resulted in my passing of an
important testT
% wish I had metAlan earlier*
LH. —San Diego
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be independent and self-motivated and be able to rely on interdisciplinary learning to my possible profession. In this
self-guidance. For someone with that kind of work ethic, the grad program I have been hired as a teacher, so I now teach
major is well-suited. I also enjoyed the opportunity to meet my own class of 45 freshmen. When teaching them Critical
a variety of professors and people in several departments, Thinking and Intro, to Basic Philosophy, I integrate as much
an experience I would have lost if 1 were to focus only on [material from other disciplines] to complement and enhance

Big facts about the little-known interdisciplinary humanities major

one field. In this way you maximizp the resources available their philosophical education. This works particularly well

By Bernadette Smith

to you at the university, and I felt more deeply rooted and because of the strong foundations philosophy provides.
integrated at USD because of this. When I went on to start Furthermore, in my own work, I will have to put together

A hidden gem of USD's academic departments has been a cause for celebration among

Photo Courtesy of Ryan Luz

several recent alumni. The interdisciplinary humanities department is one of the smallest
RYAN LUZ - CLASS OF 2008

majors on campus, yet it has an excellent track record for propelling graduates into a variety
of prestigious fields.

the exploration that the program allowed

the Environmental Club at USD, I already had many contacts a thesis, a thesis defense and presentation. While the task is

me to undertake was highly beneficial and

and relationships in many departments, and they all helped daunting, I feel a certain level of confidence knowing I have

uncompromising, and it just allowed me to
The Vista: Why did you choose to major follow any creative or intellectual impulse

The major is based on the Renaissance idea of a "return to the classics," and incorporates a true

in humanities at USD?

appreciation of the liberal arts. Students can choose courses in any of the eight core humanities

Ryan Luz: I chose the humanities major [that] I had real interest in.

disciplines, including art, English, history, languages and literatures, music, theology and

at USD because it allowed me to take

religious studies, philosophy and theatre arts. There is also the option of designing your

a bunch of awesome classes in a really

V: Tell us about some of your recent

own program concentration, or choosing the European studies or Asian studies tracks. Then,

broad range of areas, and as a student

accomplishments.

during senior year, humanities majors take a four-unit, two-semester seminar to produce a

with a ton of interests and curiosities, it

RL: I'm in the Master of Fine Arts program

senior thesis.

didn't pigeonhole me into any one area

for creative writing at the University of

too tightly. I was able to take classes from

California, San Diego right now, and I am

Dr. Molly McClain, Program Director of Interdisciplinary Humanities, expounds on the

Chinese philosophy to poetry workshops

in my second of three years. My first poems

somewhat elusive major. "The interdisciplinary humanities major emerged two decades

to introductory music courses. For that

were just published in the University of

ago after a lively debate about the goals and methods of a liberal arts education," she said.

reason, I really loved the major, and I don't

Pittsburgh's online literary magazine called

"Humanities majors can think outside of the box and design their own curriculum, rather than

know how I would have made it through

Hot Metal Bridge at hotmetalbridge.org.

take the same path that everybody else does. This gives them an edge in the job marketplace."

college without being allowed to pursue

I'm working to have a manuscript of poems

such a wide range of interests, almost

for my thesis next year, and I'm just trying

1 had, and to learn so much about topics

all of which I maintain to this day. It is to get published. When my manuscript is
wonderfully uncompromising.
complete, I'll try and get a book of poems

Furthermore, McClain has received positive feedback from humanities students regarding
their senior theses. "For many people, it is a life-changing project," McClain said. "One

published. I'm also teaching as a [teaching

student told me, 'I loved working on my senior thesis. It really meant something to me.'"
V: What was your experience like as a

assistant] at UCSD, and this summer I will

Other majors have thesis requirements as well, but students who majored in humanities all

humanities major?

be co-teaching a poetry course for high

agree that it offers a specialized and personal experience.

RL: The thesis requirement is helpful school students with another poet and very
because as a graduate student I have to do close friend, Taylor Katz. It's exciting.

A common theme among humanities graduates is that the benefits of designing your own
curriculum afford an academic freedom not present in any other major. The following five

the exact same sort of work and project- The program and Dr. [Molly] McClain
based thinking. It was also, for me, the first were extremely supportive of my creative

students describe their experiences as humanities majors.

time I was able to put together a bunch of

interests and they really encouraged me to

my creative and academic interests into

pursue my writing and photography, and

Photo Courtesy of Simona Caprisiani

SIMONA CAPISANI - CLASS OF 2009

support the club's activities and were able to contribute in a already had the simulated experience by having to do [the
unique way. Furthermore, I met and interacted with students same thing] when at USD completing the humanities major.
across disciplines, which exposed me to a myriad of outlooks

The Vista: Why did you choose to major in humanities at and thought processes.
USD, and what was that experience like?

V: Do you think the major has helped you in any specific
way?

Simona Capisani: I strongly believe in the importance of V: Has the thesis requirement helped you at all post- SC: Everywhere I go I brag about how awesome and
an interdisciplinary education. The humanities major allows graduation?
liberating my college major was. When talking to people in
for an interaction across many disciplines, which allows SC: Not only does [the thesis] guide you into synthesizing academia, they are often surprised at my ability to bring in
students to expose themselves to a variety of things while your interests into a coherent piece, but it also provided me material from other fields to enhance my understanding of a
being able to draw connections and links across fields. with the opportunity to partake in an important skill that is particular subject. While studying philosophy, it is important
I had a concentration in philosophy, but I took an equal vital for graduate school. I worked very hard for a whole for me to understand the historical context of the debate and
amount of English classes. I was able to make art history year on the project, and I was left with a substantial writing perhaps the other creative movements that coincided with
and environmental studies my minors and realized quite sample and learning experience that I used when applying that [time period].
quickly that they were also complemented by the fluidity of to graduate programs. I applied to several Ph.D., master's
my major. I was inspired to do research projects that were and law programs and decided on attending a MA program
influenced by the diversity of the classes I took, and each at San Francisco State University in philosophy. When
class complemented and enhanced the others by the parallels doing my [grad school] applications, I emphasized my belief
that could be drawn. There are some downsides, but they in the importance of an interdisciplinary education and I
stem more from the individual student's choices rather than realized that the diversity of my background was an asset
the major itself. It requires discipline, because it is very in several ways. Not only [was] I able to draw connections
easy to be scattered and take classes haphazardly, which and subtle nuances between subject matters, but I also
inevitably leads you to get a taste of a lot of things, but not be had a more focused idea on which direction I wanted my
able to go deeper into a particular avenue. The student must academics to turn. Furthermore, I have brought the value of

one project, and it was really something now I'm going to school for these very
that excited me and made school feel same interests. I am very grateful to them
purposeful and interesting. Again, I think for this.
LAUREN RASMUSSEN - CLASS OF 2009

PAMELA ESPINOSA DE LOS MONTEROS - CLASS OF 2006
The Vista: Why did you choose to major in humanities at USD?

of annual reports and grant writing for local non-profit, San Diego Youth Services. While

The Vista: Why did you choose to major in humanities at

Pamela Espinosa de los Monteros: After [going] through the USD course catalog of majors, impractical as my degree may seem, it has served me well in analyzing and synthesizing

USD?

I stumbled upon the interdisciplinary humanities major. At the time, it was the only major information and, most of all, communicating effectively in written and oral form.

Lauren Rasmussen: I transferred to USD from the University

available that would give credit for all the classes I had taken up to that point and would not

of San Francisco at the beginning of my junior year. As

The Vista: Why did you choose to major in humanities at USD?

V: Can you expand on winning the Fulbright Fellowship?

a transfer student, it can be difficult to stay on track for

Marie Harding: I knew that I wanted to study Europe in its entirety,

PM: As a first generation immigrant, I was unaware of the prestige of a Fulbright Fellowship

graduation, especially if you've already changed majors like

which I could not do through the traditional disciplines. The humanities

when I applied. At the time, I was seeking an opportunity to work or study abroad in Latin

I had. I was an art history major, then an English major, and

major provided me the ability to do this through their European Studies

PM: My degree in interdisciplinary humanities provided a cross-discipline education America, as I wanted to increase my fluency in the Spanish language and gain a better

I found myself wondering if I was going to graduate on time.

track. Within this track, I had a lot of freedom to cater to the major to

focused on the development of the Americas and a command of the English and Spanish

I was sad that unless I wanted to double major, I had to pick

my interests. I was able to study Europe holistically through courses in

languages. For a well-rounded education, I felt it was important to educate myself across Fulbright Fellowship program from the local library in a book that was titled "Free Money for

between history and literature. I mentioned this to Dr. [Molly] McClain, who asked me if I'd heard

history, politics, philosophy, language, literature and art.

different academic disciplines. My degree reinforced areas of critical thinking, research, Grad School." The opportunity to work and study in Mexico City seemed like the perfect fit

about the humanities track. I was overjoyed, to say the least; my art history coursework and my

writing and cross-cultural communication. My exploration of the English and Spanish for my personal and professional aspirations. The application process was incredibly intense

English coursework both counted toward the units I needed to graduate, and although I chose an

V: What was your experience like as a humanities major?

languages through advanced literature courses took into account the historical, cultural and and long. Most of the Fulbright Fellows who received the award devoted significant time to

English emphasis, the humanities major allowed me to pursue my love of history and the classics.

MH: The interdisciplinary aspect was a lot of fun. It was not

restrict my course selection in one genre of the humanities.
V: What was your experience like as a humanities major?

understanding of Latino culture. I found out about the Garcia Robles Bi-national Business

MARIE HARDING - CLASS OF 2010
Photo Courtesy of Marie Harding

uncommon to have the same topic covered in several different classes,

social context of the works and the importance of categorizing information accurately. There the application or received help to complete the application from their university or peers. As
were few students that pursued my major. Those outside the major knew little about it and an alumna, it was a great privilege to receive the endorsement and support of USD through
often questioned its practicality.
Dean [James] Gump and the USD Fulbright committee. Receiving the Fulbright Fellowship

V: What was your experience like as a humanities major?

giving me the opportunity to see it from the perspective of different

LR: There were only 15 [or] 20 of us at in the time who were humanities majors. It was fantastic.

disciplines and to see how the disciplines complement each other. Not

has been an amazing opportunity. It has allowed me to get in touch with my native roots in

We would always joke about how we felt like we were in a secret society. People would ask, "What's

only was the material reinforced, but I also got to learn it more fully by

the city of my parents upbringing. As a Mexican-American, the perspective I have gained

your major?" and [we would] tell them,"Oh, I'm in the interdisciplinary humanities program."

understanding its many components.

PM: "Tijuana: Tourism & City Development" [was my] senior thesis on the effects of from this professional and academic experience has given me a better understanding of the

They'd think you were making it up because they'd never heard of it before. We had all chosen the

tourism on the development of Tijuana. [My thesis] allowed me to present my perspective

complexity of international affairs and the challenges developing nations face from external

program because we wanted the opportunity to study a broader range of subjects. It was interesting

V: Explain the thesis process a bit.

to my peers and to research a topic that continues to have relevance for me. Growing up in and internal factors. With the award, I have felt a need to remain flexible living abroad and

being in a major where your peers come from a variety of backgrounds. It was cohesive but diverse

MH: Writing the humanities thesis was incredibly rewarding. As

close proximity to the international border of Tijuana and San Diego, I was exposed to a

at the same time.

a piece of writing that showcases four years of rounded study, a

V: Has the thesis requirement helped you post-graduation?

to represent both the U.S. and my personal understanding of Mexico in an accurate and

humanities thesis tends to be a unique project; creative and reflective

major artery of the Americas. The contrast of San Diego [to] Tijuana put into context the vast informed manner. Winning a Fulbright Fellowship is a great accomplishment and I hope that
V: Do you think the major has helped you in any specific way?

of the individual. I chose to write my thesis on diplomatic protocol in

Mexico City and San Diego, I am [constantly] amused by the bias and ignorance residents as well as an understanding of business communities in Mexico for U.S. students.

LR: It's a talking point, for sure. It comes up in interviews and discussions, and people are always

Europe and the United States, and I was able to incorporate elements

[have toward their] inhabitants at a distance. These casual conversations have reinforced

pleased to see that you have a bachelor's [degree] with a broader focus. In the post-graduate world, it's

of history, politics, literature and communications. Also, the professors

important to distinguish yourself from the cirowd. The humanities degree does that. It demonstrates

and fellow peers of the humanities department are very supportive and

focus on cultural understanding. For this purpose, 1 devoted my senior thesis to explore the PM: As an undergraduate student, it can be hard to select a major. A humanities degree

that you are multi-faceted. I'm now earning my master's degree in library and information sciences,

genuinely excited about the projects that humanities majors choose to

influence of the American tourist, past and present, on the development of Tijuana. I felt it does not automatically give you the security or trajectory that an engineering or business

and intend to pursue a career path as an academic librarian. Having a background in both English

work on. They can open your eyes to avenues of research that you may

[was] important to approach my academic curriculum in areas that would have application

degree can. However, a humanities degree is still valid and relevant in many industries, both

and art history has helped tremendously. Having a bachelor's [degree] in humanities makes you

not have thought of, allowing you to bring more depth to your work.

in the real world.

private and public. In my own experience, the ability to break stereotypes and ascend with

more versatile.

I am very grateful to the humanities community for the guidance and

diversity within countries and across continents. Interacting with people living in Tijuana,

a desire for exchange across the border, which has driven my professional work toward a

I can live up to the true nature of the program, which is to cultivate knowledge and expertise,

V: Do you have any advice for undergraduates?

feedback I received throughout the thesis process.

an unconventional degree professionally has allowed me to confidently pursue goals without
V: Do you think the major has helped you in any specific ways, or opened doors that

disqualifying myself because I am an untraditional candidate. The opportunity to dedicate four

V: Dr. McClain said you had an internship with a top literary agency after graduation, can

other majors do not?

years to learn history, ph ilosophy, 1 i terature, art and language is an opportunity that I wi11 seldom

you elaborate on that?

V: What do you think some of the advantages of the humanities

PM: A degree in the humanities made me adaptable and flexible, and [also] a critical thinker have again in my life. For students who are inclined and interested in the humanities, I would

LR: When I graduated, I intended to go into

program are?

able to problem solve using a unique and diverse perspective. An interdisciplinary degree highly

them

publishing. I had a six-month internship with

MH: During your four years, you have the opportunity to develop into

encourage

emphasized a holistic education and cultivated an understanding of the value in looking at

to

degree

the Sandra Dijkstra Literary Agency in Del Mar,

well-rounded individuals, young adults with the ability to integrate

a variety of sources and considering context. All of these skills have served me well and

in a serious manner or

Calif., Dijkstra represents bestselling authors

ideas from varying disciplines and to approach the problems of the

opened doors for me across different industries. For example, as program coordinator for the consider double majoring

like Amy Tan and Lisa See, and I was very

world holistically, which is valuable in its own right. Further, your

International House of Blues Foundation in San Diego, I directed the Blues SchoolHouse, in business. In the end, 1

lucky to have the opportunity to work for her

thesis is a testament to your formation and skills, one that is incredibly

a multimedia program reaching over 6,000 students and community members annually. [It]

believe that it is not what

right out of college. As cliche as this may sound,

attractive to graduate schools and prospective employers. I am

taught the cultural contributions of African-Americans and American history through the you studied, but how you

it really was a life-changing experience. I'm

currently pursuing a Master of Arts in German and European studies at

platform of blues [music]. Courses I had taken in African-American literature [and] ethnic

studied it. A passionate and

passionate about books and 1 loved working at

Georgetown University. It is a program that prides itself on providing

studies allowed me to contribute to the script development of the Blues SchoolHouse, as well dedicated student in any

SDLA, but it also showed me that the business-

an interdisciplinary education and I was perfectly prepared for it as

as develop other programs centered on cultural understanding. [Having a] concentration in discipline makes a better

oriented nature of the publishing industry was

a graduate of USD's humanities program. I have also been able to

Spanish literature and language made it possible for me to work professionally abroad in citizen,

not for me. It [is important to be] open to other

present my thesis to members of my field of interest and, as a result,

Mexico City as a Fulbright Fellow. [My] creative writing courses helped in the development

pursue

this

employee

and

was offered a paid summer internship.

opportunities.

leader.

Photo Courtesy of Lauren Rasmussen
Photo Courtesy of Pamela Espinosa de los Monteros
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ARTS & CULTURE
A record store for the true hip-hop fan
EDITORS

Kyle Strickland

Ityan Cogliill

mrirklaim@umrutxi.coin

By Kelly Nassotir
Few stores like Access Music, a
store with all of the greatest rap albums
ever created, still exist. Located on
Garnet Avenue in Pacific Beach a
little west of Ingraham Street, Access
Music carries tons of underground and
popular artists, including Ghostface
Killah, N.W.A., Souls of Mischief,
Atmosphere and Eyedea & Abilities
on vinyl, CD and cassette.
Store employee Norman Iliano,
also known as DJ Norm Rocwell, is a
DJ that has been around the hip-hop
scene since the '90s. Iliano has been a
host to many DJ battles and a witness
to the talent of some of the most epic
emcees to come out of this generation.
He saw Eyedea win the Blaze Battle in
2000 and worked with him and Slug
from Atmosphere to promote shows
and battles in San Diego.
"I'll go to battles now," DJ Norm
said,"but I won't throw them anymore,
because when the homie gives a bad
performance then asks me how he did,
I gotta tell him 'dude you sucked.'"
Now, DJ Norm and Access
Music are important parts of the
local hip-hop community, especially
as part of an underground collective
called Earthbound: An Outlet For
Expression.
Earthbound is a radio station and a
place where emcees and DJs can have
an outlet for their music. It started with
a small group of friends beatboxing
and battling in random parking lots,
until a couple of years later when the
founding members pooled their money
together and bought a tiny space to
play their music. It has moved out of

that tiny room and grown to become
the movement that is Earthbound.
"It's a platform for not only local
artists but [for] the artists that are part
of Earthbound to be able to display
their work," said Jaba One, another
member of the collective. "We have a
good time doing what we do. Like 1
said, I really can't stress that enough.
If it wasn't fun we wouldn't be doing
it, 'cause like I said, we're obviously
not getting paid, but there's a lot of
artists that are a part of Earthbound
that helped put it together."
People from all over come to
share their music with the Earthbound
community; it has grown from San
Diego to include rappers and DJs from
all across the country.
"Well, every now and then we
have some special guests that come
through who are the spot, and they
do whatever they do, you know?"
said Emphatic, a founding member
of Earthbound. "Some are emcees,
some are DJs, some are breakers, you
know? And if they are an emcee, they
sometimes freestyle."
Earthbound is also friendly to
female artists who want to share
their art with the community. Malia,
a female DJ from Earthbound, shares
her part in the creation of the station.
"It mainly started with me and
[DJ] Raichous," Malia said. "We were
talking about it and we just decided we
need an outlet, you know? We don't
have to worry about anyone else being
the boss, we're the boss. Girls pretty
much hold it down. Vision is our
emcee so we have all female emcees,
DJs, that run it. Can't get better than
that."

Photo Courtesy of Access Music

Access Music is home to DJ Norm Rocwell and a host of classic and groundbreaking hip-hop music.

There are hardly any female
emcees in the world, but Earthbound
is slowly changing that by giving all
hip-hop music a place to be organized.
Earthbound produces music made
with care and creativity. It is free to
all, but only people who are serious
about their craft will benefit from this
hip-hop melting pot.
Access Music is the storefront

to this underground community. If
you want more information about
Earthbound, whether you have some
beats you want to spin or some line
you want to spit, visit Access Music
and ask DJ Norm how to get involved.
He can be found working in the shop
most days of the week, and if you want
to learn about the best albums to pick
up or the best artists to check out. he

has a comprehensive knowledge of
everything one would want to know.
More information about Earthbound
and DJ Norm Rocwell can be found at
MySpace.com/normrocwell.
To enjoy great local sounds from
home, Earthbound Radio can be
listened to online at radiotimes.com
under Earthbound Radio, or accessed
at twelvez.com.

Food trucks popular with hungry San Diegans
By Annie Ferreira
57 Degrees, a wine bar in
downtown San Diego, recently debuted
its third Food Truck Extravaganza.
The event hosts around 10 different
food trucks, each offering unique,
affordable eats complete with a bar
and a live band. Gourmet food trucks
are the latest craze in all things cuisine,
and this event offers a variety of tasty
restaurants all in one place.
Two for the Road, which boasts

a menu of comfort food items with a
twist, showcased their New England
lobster rolls and Cap'n Crunch crab
cakes. Next door was the Super Q
food truck, which made grilled cheese
sandwiches stuffed with macaroni
and cheese and pulled pork. Other
participating food trucks were India on
Wheels, Mangia Mangia and Flippin'
Pizza. For thirsty customers, popular
coffee truck Joe's on the Nose was
there with a smoothie bar.
Food trucks have had a presence in
the culinary landscape of large cities,

I haven't learned
enough here

By Kyle Strickland
Responsibility is an evil beast. I
thought I was going the route of picking
up my life, shedding the young antics of
college students and dedicating myself
to hard work. I was planning to have
this transformation take place over our
second spring break; I would finally
wash my dishes (you don't want to
know how long some have been there),
I'd clean up my apartment and I'd start
my menacing final projects, of which
I have four (on top of finals in each
class). All of this would undoubtedly
give me reason to believe that I could
in fact survive outside of this four-year
vacation that ends in three weeks.
I did the opposite. I may not have
partied as much as I usually do, but I
certainly didn't get anything done. This
is so important now because I will have
no time during or after finals to pack
and sell my things. I am departing on a
10-day business trip around the world
the morning after graduation, and
therefore I have to learn how to plan
ahead. It's strange that after four years
of school I haven't learned how to do
that yet. Has anybody? Please teach me
now.
Has school taught me anything
of worth in general? Sure, I'm better
at planning events from junior year,
when my household threw parties
every night of the weekend. And yes,
I'm good at cost management, because
I spend my dad's money wisely at the
bars and liquor stores and resort to a
secret credit card when I accidentally
spend all of it too fast. And yeah, sure,
I am great at time allocation, because
somehow I always find time to surf
during even the busiest weeks of my
life by asking, "which class is worth
going to today?"

In general, I feel like I don't really
know the necessary things to live on
my own. I still don't understand taxes,
or how the hell I am going to be able
to do them on my own. I don't know
what to invest in as a proper adult
for life savings. What is a 401k? Do
I need to know? I don't have much
of an understanding of insurance, or
why I would need it. I feel like I am
only just now coming out of the dark
cave of infantile ignorance, and all of
these things coming at me soon have
been mysteriously absent these past
four years. I wish USD had a course
that could teach its students how to be
real people, and not just fortunate teatsuckers like me.
That can't be too hard to concoct,
can it? If you have a person who
graduated and realized how underprepared they were come back and
tell students how under-prepared they
will be, problem solved. Wake-up
calls pre-graduation are far less jarring
when there is no immediate danger,
so I say all seniors should be required
to take it during their fall semester to
give them time to learn. Some of the
things we don't know as seniors are
embarrassing, but we don't learn them
because nothing in our lives requires
us to learn them. We don't ask parents
and teachers either, because we are
supposed to be "smart" and know
already.
But we aren't that smart. Mostly,
we're well-off and uninterested. Please,
USD, teach us something worthwhile.
I'd love to get a practical understanding
of life as part of my education, and
not just a worthless class on "logic"
and three hellish religion courses that
scare me away from Jesus more than
if he were brandishing a knife in a
dark alley. What I mean is that USD
is already making us learn things as
part of the standard class work - but
none of these things is really practical
knowledge. I don't think I would feel
so helpless and scared right now if our
university had such classes.
And while I am not quite as dumb
as this column makes me sound, in
general I have a sense of being behind.
Yet, I don't want to do anything to
make up for it. Can somebody graduate
for me, please?

including Los Angeles, for a while awareness and restaurant experience
now, primarily offering traditional at a quarter of the cost of opening
tacos. However, foodies are beginning an actual restaurant. Some of these
to see a new generation of Southern entrepreneurs boast years of experience
California food trucks providing uber- in the restaurant business, while others
are simply interested in testing the
gourmet cuisine.
These mobile restaurants have waters of this generational craze. Food
already dominated the Los Angeles trucks are a way to gain a leg up in
marketplace, with over 6,000 cruising the industry without taking too much
the streets and providing every genre risk and needing large amounts of
of cuisine for all three meals of the capital to get up and running. These
day, including the super-popular entrepreneurs have recognized that
the success of a restaurant relies on
Buttermilk breakfast truck.
Currently, there are only 24 food its location, and the beauty of a food
trucks in San Diego, but this craze is truck is that the location of a mobile
speculated to make a big splash with restaurant can change every few hours.
While food trucks continue to
summer right around the corner. Food
trucks bring something new, exciting saturate the flourishing food market
and dynamic to the San Diego culinary in San Diego, restaurant owners are
atmosphere, and prove themselves finding ways to capitalize off of their
successful with loyal customers who established successes by trying to
seek them out wherever they might be. tackle the mobile competition. They
The creators of these emerging are doing things the opposite way,
food trucks are ambitious future investing in a food truck in order
restaurant owners in search of a to supplement the success of their
way to get their foot in the door in restaurant.
One particular restaurant is
the competitive restaurant business .
without too much investment. Food a popular, authentic Italian spot
trucks enable creators to gain brand in downtown San Diego called

Operacaffe. They have incorporated
the food truck idea into their business
model, and they will be debuting their
first food truck in a couple of weeks,
just in time for the high foot-traffic
that will hit San Diego in the summer.
Operacaffe Express will offer delicious
on-the-go items, such as fresh calamari
and'a variety of sandwiches and pastas,
including a pasta-stuffed panini.
The food truck trend is catching
on, and with foodies everywher
jumping on board to get a bite of these
meals on wheels, it seems that San
Diego's food scene will only see more
mobile restaurants. DiscoverSD food
blogger Michelle Dederko gave her
insight on the food truck mania.
"This infatuation has become a
national affair," Dederko said, "taking
over websites devoted entirely to
tracking down the nearest truck.
These mobile San Diego restaurants
have galvanized a movement of fresh
and innovatively made foods, from
Korean-Mexican fusions to desserts
on-the-go. Discovering a new food
truck is like finding out the latest bestkept secret of our city."

Photos Courtesy of San Diego FoodTrucks/Facebook

The San Diego FoodTruck Extravaganza, sponsored by 57 Degrees, brought countless connoisseurs of gourmet and comfort food alike
to these packed parking lots near downtown on Friday, April 15.
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The Big Four of thrash metal make history in US
By Devin Howell
Following the classic rock groups
that came out of the '70s, including
bands like Led Zeppelin and Pink Floyd,
a new genre picked up momentum:
thrash metal. Metallica, Megadeth,
Anthrax and Slayer, also known as
the Big Four, were the bands that put
thrash metal on the map. They fueled
a revolution of harsh, punk-infused
metal that first gained rank through the
underground scene. These bands also
established the backbone for the future
of metal as they became the voice of an
embittered youth.
With the Big Four having played
on the same stage for the first time ever
in the United States this past Saturday,
April 23, a reminiscence of the histories
of these bands helps convey just how
much these bands have given to music.
Metallica was formed in 1981
by lead singer James Hetfield and
drummer Lars Ulrich. The band was
influenced by early heavy metal and
hard rock bands like Black Sabbath
and Iron Maiden, and by punk rock acts
like the Ramones and the Sex Pistols.
Metallica's eponymous fifth
album,
"Metallica," also known as "The Black
Album," is the band's best-selling
record. It produced four of Metallica's
most
famous
singles, including
"Enter Sandman" and "Nothing Else
Matters."
Metallica has sold over 100 million
records worldwide. Stephen Thomas
and Greg Prato of Allmusic have
called the band "easily the best, most
influential heavy metal band of the
'80s, responsible for bringing the music
back to Earth." They have achieved
both underground and commercial
success with their fast tempos and
long instrumentals. Metallica is one
of very few bands that have kept their
audience, if not expanded it, over their
30-year career. They will continue to

do so with their 10th studio album,
which is currently being written.
Slayer was formed in 1981 by
guitarists Jeff Hanneman and Kerry
King. The group gained worldwide
recognition with their 1986 album
"Reign in Blood." The band is known
for combining
hardcore
tempos
with fast, aggressive material. Their
controversial album art and lyrics
have garnered them much criticism,
caused record delays and even bans
from religious groups. Subjects of the
lyrics include religion, warfare and
serial killers, hence the band name,
Slayer.
Even with the criticism of certain
religious groups, musical analysts
hail Slayer for having greater musical
strength than any of the other members
of the Big Four. According to MTV,
"Their music was directly responsible
for the rise of death metal." They have
released 11 studio albums and two live
albums.
Anthrax was formed in 1981 by
guitarists Scott Ian and Danny Lilker.
One of their albums, "Among the
Living," has been described as their
breakthrough album. This record
took a different approach than their
previous albums by evoking the band's
humorous and experimental sides
while still staying true to their thrash
metal roots.
Lyrically, the album focused on
comic books, films and Stephen King
novels. The song "I Am the Law" is
based on the British comic character
Judge Dredd, and the track entitled "A
Skeleton in the Closet" is based on the
Stephen King novella "Apt Pupil." The
album was dedicated to the memory of
Cliff Burton, Metallica's former bass
player, who died in a bus accident while
on tour. Anthrax subsequently toured
Europe with Metallica to promote the
album.
In 1991, Scott Ian, Anthrax's
lead guitarist, developed the idea to

crossover with rap legends Public
Enemy to record their hit "Bring the
Noise." This track was the basis for the
rap-rock collaborations that generated
critic and fan praise throughout the
'90s. Linkin Park and Rage Against
the Machine were among the many
rock groups that would successfully
follow Anthrax into this new genre.
With over 10 million records sold,
Anthrax continues to influence novel
rock bands with their rejection of the
thrash metal look and their keen sense
of humor.
The fourth member of the Big
Four, Megadeth, was formed in 1983
by singer and guitarist Dave Mustaine
after he departed Metallica after two
years, and bassist David Ellefson.
Mustaine, the main lyricist of the band,
frequently writes about themes such as
war and politics, and, more recently,
religion. The song "Shadow of Deth"
consists of lyrics taken directly from
the King James Bible.
Since the band's start, there have
been over 20 musicians as official
members of the band at different times,
with Mustaine and Ellefson being the
only consistent members. The band's
album, "Peace Sells...but Who's
Buying?" is considered one of the most
significant records of the thrash metal
genre. Megadeth has released 12 studio
albums and three live albums, and has
sold over 25 million records worldwide.
Clearly, the Big Four have had
an immense influence on not just the
thrash metal genre, but also the entire
rock scene. Their recent performance
on April 23 gathered a crowd of more
than 50,000 fans. The highlight of the
night was when all four bands took to
the stage toward the end of Metallica's
show to play a cover of Diamond
Head's "Am 1 Evil?" Metallica then
finished with their famous set-closer,
"Seek and Destroy," surely leaving
fans thinking they had just witnessed a
moment in rock history.

Photo by Felipe Neves/ Flickr CC

The lead singer of Metallica, James Hetfield, spits furious thrash lyrics at a live show.

"The Mail Order Bride" is USD's spring theater entry
By Jaxon Smith
The Undergraduate theatre arts
department's spring play, "The Mail
Order Bride," will be making its debut
at the Studio Theatre next week. "The
Mail Order Bride," written by Charles
Mee, is a hyperbolic, larger-than-life
play that critiques and analyzes one
of the most exclusive and dangerous
environments in the world - Los
Angeles.
The play follows the adventures of
a bride named June, played by Jennifer
Paredes, as she is bought and sold into
the hands of husband-to-be Argan,
played by Carr Cavender. The whole
transaction happens under the watchful
eye of bride-seller Hattie, played by
Leah Wickman. In his play, Mee takes
the audience on a crazy, egotistical ride
through the tawdry world of wealthy

Southern Californian culture.
The play, directed by theatre arts
professor Dr. Monica Stufft, heavily
buys into the crazy culture of 21st
century Los Angeles while also pointing
out its faults. Although the show is a
play and not a musical, it veers off the
path of conventionality in its use of
music and dancing. The play is a sort
of "Glee"-meets-theater experience,
where it is not at all strange for the
characters on stage to randomly burst
out into highly choreographed dance
numbers whenever they so choose. The
music featured in the play includes pop
hits by the likes of Ke$ha, Katy Perry
and Selena Gomez.
The main character, Argan, is the
typical Los Angeles elitist who is getting
older and looking for a young, hot wife
to spend his life with. Argan's entourage
is comprised of a completely normal
and necessary group of people needed

to keep a heterosexual California male
at his finest - a personal yoga instructor,
personal fitness instructor, personal hair
stylist and personal clothing stylist.
He lives the stereotypical Southern
Californian lifestyle, but the calm world
of luxury that he lives in is rocked by
the arrival of his new fiancee, June. He
struggles to save his new fiancee from
what is referred to as the "L.A. disease"
while she struggles to find what kind of
role an independent woman in the 21st
century should fill.
Relationships, as evident from
life experiences and reality television,
are never simple, so why would they
be in a play? "The Mail Order Bride"
performs, exploits and satirizes the
modern, messy relationship without
pulling punches. Sexual orientations,
true love and the unholy scourge that is
the prenuptial agreement are only part
of what makes up the body of antics in

the play.
From the Steve Madden shoes to
the luxurious mansion in which the play
is set, the show is all about spectacle
and how much attention society puts
into presenting that spectacle. The
characters in this play are all trendsetters
on the cutting edge. The play itself is
full of scandalous twists and sinfully
delicious turns. Romantic allegiances
change, sexuality is questioned and one
woman is given a lesbian makeover in
the course of this offbeat, tongue-incheek production.
Stufft talked about what she wanted
the audience to take away from the play,
as well as what the play means to her.
"It's an example of what reality
television would be like onstage," Stufft
said. "Scandals, cat fights and secret
love affairs are included, of course.
It entertains with the characteristics
of soap operas, reality television and

'Glee,' but also tackles issues like
feminism, consumerism, what it means
to have status and the energy needed to
maintain that status. The characters can
be obnoxious,egotistical,single-minded
and exaggerated, but we grounded them
in reality to bring meaning to what they
are doing. I really want the audience
to have fun with this play and get lost
in the lives of these people. It's an
engaging and entertaining play that has
a fun bite to it."
"The Mail Order Bride" opens and
runs next week in the Studio Theatre,
from Tuesday, May 3, through Saturday,
May 7, and all shows start at 7:30 p.m.
There is also a special afternoon show
on Sunday, May 8, at 2 p.m. Tickets are
$ 11 for general admittance and $8 for
students, and they can be picked up at
the Hahn UC Ticket Office, or one hour
before the show begins at the Studio
Theatre box office.

Urban Solace and BO-beau excel in cooking comfort food
By Allie Safran
As an intern at San Diego
Magazine, I spend a lot of time looking
up restaurants and researching the
latest and greatest menu items and
newest specials. In the midst of this
research, I find myself scouring menus
to determine which restaurants should
be added to my "must try" list before
I depart from San Diego in just four
short weeks. You can imagine that this
list seems never-ending. Two places I
had heard a lot about but hadn't had
the chance to experience until this
week were Urban Solace and BO-beau
kitchen + bar.
Urban Solace is tucked away on
30th Street in North Park. If you aren't
familiar with this area, it is pretty much
the go-to spot for amazing and trendy
restaurants. This restaurant provides
some of the best dishes in American
comfort cuisine and has dim lighting
with simple, yet comfortable, decor.
The first thing I noticed about the
menu was the extensive cocktail, beer
and wine lists. Cocktails ranged from
the grapefruit fleur et sel, combining
Belvedere pink grapefruit vodka with
St-Germain elderflower liqueur and
grapefruit juice, to the mojito maker, a
typical mojito garnished with a splash
of passion fruit syrup.
The second thing I noticed was
the fried pickles on the appetizer
menu. I usually pass on pickles, but
these piqued my interest and I had
to try them. Needless to say, I was
not disappointed. These were one of
the best appetizers I'd had in a long
time. They were perfectly fried in
a really unique batter (wheat batter
would be my guess) and served with
the chef's homemade blue cheese

dressing. Typically, I'm not a huge fan
of blue cheese dressing as it tends to
be overbearing, but this was clearly
homemade. My waiter suggested that
I e-mail the chef, Matt Gordon, to
uncover the secret ingredients of this
truly decadent sauce. "It's a pretty
simple dressing, really," Gordon said.
"Sort of a hybrid blue cheese/ranch.
We use buttermilk, mayo, sour cream,
onions, blue cheese, a little vinegar,
lemon juice and some secret spices."
Since there was some of this
dressing left, I decided to keep it for the
main course: the portobello sandwich.
The sandwich was surrounded by a soft
and fresh egg bun and filled with a large
portobello mushroom, which was very
tender and topped with goat cheese,
lemon aioli, grilled onion, arugula
and tomato. The lemon aioli was the
key ingredient in this dish, making the
potentially hedvy sandwich seem light.
The fries were maybe in the top three of
the best fries I've ever had. They tasted
both sweet and savory at the same
time, which might sound strange, but I
promise, these were beyond anything I
could have ever wanted or imagined in
a French fry.
Although pretty much everything
I've mentioned so far was fried, the
menu is actually diverse. Other items
to try include the warm cheese biscuits
with orange honey butter, pan-roasted
wild salmon, warmed seasoned quinoa
and mac n' cheese.
The second restaurant I dined
at, BO-beau kitchen + bar, was to
celebrate Easter Sunday. Therefore, my
group and I ordered off the prix fixe
three-course brunch menu. BO-beau is
a restaurant many may have passed on
the way to Ocean Beach, as it's hidden
by vines and in the middle of almost
nowhere, with very few businesses

around it. The restaurant itself was
adorable, with a wooden interior and
intimate decor. To start, one can choose
from a mimosa or bellini, followed by
the first course of either homemade
croissants and
homemade
berry
balsamic jam, or melon and Serrano
ham. Our table chose the croissants,
which were doughy and flakey at the
same time, although we wished they
had been warm. The jam, however, was
extremely tasty and unique and went
well with our croissants.
In addition,we ordered the Brussels
sprouts. Despite their bad reputation,
I'm pretty sure anyone would change
their opinion after a taste of this
restaurant's sprouts. They were roasted
in a balsamic reduction and topped with
crispy pancetta and parmesan cheese.
For the second course, we tried the goat
cheese and spinach quiche, lobster mac
n' cheese and the poached eggs. All of
the portions were perfect, not too big
and not too small. I ordered the quiche,
which was really savory and satisfying;
I especially liked the goat cheese in it.
My friend, who ordered the lobster
mac n' cheese, had great things to say
about it. "It was creamy with an array
of spices and generous portions of
lobster," they said. "It was baked and
the crispy chunks on top were to die
for."
The mac n' cheese also came with
French fries, which were thin, crispy
and served with a romesco sauce,
which combines mayo, rosemary,
garlic, lemon and some other spices to
create the perfect addition for fries.
After eating at Urban Solace and
BO-beau kitchen + bar, I definitely
recommend
all
USD
students,
especially seniors looking for a few last
great meals in San Diego, to add these
restaurants to their bucket list.

Allie Saf ran/The Vista

The poached eggs from Bo-beau are a style of their own.

Allie Safran/TheVista

The fries and goat cheese and spinach quiche were another spectacular dish up for offer
at BO-beau.
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Chicano Park Day celebrates a people's struggles
By Sarah Ibrahimi

How many times have you driven
over the Coronado Bridge? If you're a
native of San Diego, it's probably been
many. Still, many San Diegans don't
know the interesting history that lies
beneath the bridge - a history that is
celebrated every year on Chicano Park
Day.
Barrio Logan, located in southeast
San Diego, is home to many Mexican
Americans and Mexican immigrants
who have been settling into the
community as early as the 1890s.
During the 1960s, the landscape of
Barrio Logan began to change greatly.
In 1963,Interstate 5 cut right through it,
and when the Coronado Bridge opened
up in 1969, on-ramps and support pillars
went right through the community.
Families became dislocated and, as
a result, the population of the barrio
greatly decreased.
Feeling angry and hopeless,
community leaders began to demand a
neighborhood park to be located under
the support pillars of the Coronado
Bridge. In 1969, their hard work
finally paid off; the state of California
agreed to lease 1.8 acres of land to
the city of San Diego to be used as a
neighborhood park.
Residents patiently awaited the
development of their park. However,
on the morning of April 22,1970, they
had a rude awakening. Bulldozers
underneath the bridge were not to
create the park they were promised,
but rather to prepare construction for
a California Highway Patrol Station.
Feeling infuriated and deceived, the
residents of Barrio Logan created a
human chain around the bulldozers,
forcing construction to come to a halt.
This was just the beginning of a
long struggle for the residents of Barrio
Logan. Residents occupied the land
after the protests and planted all types
of desert plants, trees and grass. After
many negotiations in April of 1971,
a bill was passed that allowed for the
exchange of lands between the state
and city, granting residents their muchdeserved park. Ever since 1971, April
22 has been celebrated as Chicano
Park Day, marking the day in which
the residents took back their land.
This year, Chicano Park Day
marked the 41st anniversary of the
takeover. The festivities included
traditional Aztec dances from the group
Danza Azteca, as well as hundreds
of lowrider cars on display. The

Sarah Ibrahimi/TheVista

Chicano Park is located underneath the Coronado Bridge, which has beautiful murals
painted on its pillars.

Danza Azteca dancers, who donned
traditional Aztec clothing, feathered
headdresses and a conch shell as an
instrument, were a highlight of the day.
Hundreds of lowriders, cars
that
originated
within
Chicano
communities, were one of the main
attractions on display for the public to
see. These cars are characterized by
vibrant colors and beautiful, intricate
airbrushed murals on the exterior
that depict everything from Emiliano
Zapata to La Virgen de Guadalupe.
Dr. Alberto Pulido, chair of the
Ethnic Studies Department at USD,
was a speaker at the event as well as
a representative of the USD Chicano
Park project. Chicano Park is all about
"telling the history and story of a
community," Pulido said. "It's about
creating a space that is your own."
The Barrio Logan residents
have done just that. Huge murals
depicting heroes like political activist
Cesar Chavez and revolutionary
Che Guevara cover the pillars of the
Coronado Bridge. They didn't ask
to have a bridge built on top of their
community, yet they have managed to
take something negative and make it

their own.
Tommy Camarillo was one of the
original demonstrators on April 22,
1970. She was there along with her
two-and-a-half-year-old daughter on
the day of the takeover and has been
involved with the park ever since. To
Camarillo, this celebration of Chicano
Park Day represents a lot.
"41 years of struggle," Camarillo
said. "Everything in this park is a
struggle."
Just because they were granted the
park doesn't mean it has been easy; they
have had to fight for everything there.
The Kiosko, where the performers
speak and dance, was a struggle to get
approved. The city wanted to build it in
a Spanish style, even after the residents
insisted they wanted it to be in Aztec
and Mayan style. "That is who we are,"
Camarillo said.
It wasn 't without much negotiation
that they were able to finally get the
design they wanted. Chicano Park
Day was an amazing celebration of the
park's history, as well as a celebration
of an entire culture. This amazing park
is truly one of the hidden gems of San
Diego.

Sarah Ibrahimi/TheVista

A member of the group Danza Azteca poses in traditional Aztec clothing after
performing a festive dance at Chicano Park Day on Saturday.

Life without
sunshine

By Kaitlin Perry
I'm sure you are all sick of hearing
people brag about their life-changing
Coachella experiences. Listening to
their unbearable descriptions of the
photo-worthy sunsets, the perfect
weather, the incredible Arcade Fire
show, the bright-lighted giant dandelion
meeting spot, the relaxing beer gardens,
the 12-hour dance parties in the Sahara
tent, the celebrity sightings and the
poolside tans is probably driving you
crazy.
But with such intensely beautiful
experiences comes the Coachella
Withdrawal. The Coachella Withdrawal
is a phenomenon worthy of a Wikipedia
page. An inescapable illness that plagues
those who spent three days in the
secluded warm-weather heaven referred
to as Indio, Calif., the Withdrawal
poses a major threat to GPAs, personal
relationships and mental sanity.
There are many components to
the Coachella Withdrawal, the most
prominent being excessive sleeping.
Coachella is essentially a 72-hour
otherworldly adventure that requires
a willingness to stand for 12 hours per
day. Depending on how many uppers
you ingest (and by uppers I mean Red
Bulls), the standing is easy. But at the
end of the night, sleeping can be difficult,
especially when you have irresistible
urges to recount the best parts of your
day with your friends. Because of this,
I didn't sleep at all on Saturday night,
which resulted in me taking two lengthy
naps. I thank the Coachella gods every
day that my sister lives on campus in the
Vistas. That two-hour nap on Tuesday
saved my life. Not only did it improve
my health, but it also allowed me to
ignore real life for a few extra hours.
Overeating is another detrimental

component of the Coachella Withdrawal.
Let's be honest, Coachella-goers. The
food and drinks within the festival
grounds are effing expensive. $10 for
chicken strips and fries definitely puts
a dent in your food budget, which is
why it was the only meal that I ate at
the festival over the entire three days.
Sure, I ate a sandwich every afternoon
before I left my cozy and cool RV. But
consuming only three sandwiches and a
decent amount of beer Friday through
Sunday is no way to sustain oneself,
and your body quickly remembers that
as soon as you return home. As a result,
I ate my weight in pasta at Cheesecake
Factory upon my return to San Diego.
Since then I've eaten about five meals
a day. Lesson learned - the Coachella
diet will inevitably backfire, and I will
always gain 10 pounds by Easter.
The third component of the
Coachella Withdrawal is vitamin D
deficiency. The amount of sun you get
to bathe in at Coachella is incredible. I
spent an hour by the pool on Sunday and
I felt like a new person. After spending
so much time in the sun, sitting in a
classroom or in front of a computer
doing
homework
is insufferable.
Thankfully 1 have a bottle of vitamin
D dietary supplements at the request of
my doctor. Though my tan isn't getting
any darker, my happiness level is rising
back up to poolside level.
The last and most socially
damaging component to the Coachella
Withdrawal is the apprehension you
have toward going out to bars or parties
with your friends. After listening to
beautiful music for three days, Rihanna
and Britney are no longer appealing, and
$3 you-call-its aren't as special. Free
beer (via sneaking it in to the festival) is
much cheaper and Boys Noize is much
more fun to dance to.
Though Coachella is unbeatable,
it's important to realize that the
experience would be nothing without
the people you went with. And those
people exist outside of Coachella, and
so do the bands you saw. They will
live on your iPod as long as you want
them to. So ditch the moodiness of the
Withdrawal and go to the beach with
your friend and your portable iHome.
It's no Coachella, but it's closer than
April 2012.
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'Cockyour hat - angles are attitudes."
- FRANK SINATRA
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Kyle l e r a a a / w u c , r n o i o s

Junior Nikola Bubnic, a native of Belgrade, Serbia, uses his firece forehand to help hisToreros defeat the Santa Clara Broncos in the final round of the WCC Championship at BarnesTennis Center this past weekend.

Toreros capture men's WCC tennis championship
U S D d e f e a t e d S a n t a C l a r a 4-1 e n r o u t e t o first t i t l e s i n c e 1 9 9 0
By Joseph Shoen
The USD men's tennis team had
recently won 12 matches in a row,
moved up to No. 24 in the national
rankings and been primed for a deep
run in the NCAA Tournament. Their
5-2 win against the University of
Utah Utes on March 25 capped off
this 12-match win streak and the team
was red hot.
However, the Toreros lost four of
their final five matches of the regular
season after their match with the Utes,
including a 4-3 defeat to San Diego
State University. Going into the WCC
Championships at the Barnes Tennis
Center this past weekend, USD head
coach Brett Masi had to wonder what
Toreros squad was going to be present.
After back-to-back dominating
performances, Masi had his answer.
Aided by the absence of No. 8

Pepperdine University due to selfimposed sanctions, USD went into
the tournament as the conference's
top seed and played like it. On
Friday, USD shut out fourth-seeded
Saint Mary's College 4-0, setting the
stage for Saturday's championship
against the second-seeded Santa
Clara University Broncos. With a
strong home crowd urging them on,
the Toreros clinched the school's first
WCC crown since 1990, downing the
Broncos 4-1.
USD jumped on Saint Mary's
early and never let up. The Toreros'
doubles team of freshman Clarke
Spinosa and sophomore Thibault Visy
easily won their set, 8-2. With USD's
normally reliable team of senior Dean
Jackson and junior Patrick Pohlmann
trailing in their match, junior Nikola
Bubnic and senior Nils Schive took
matters into their own hands and
clinched the doubles point, 8-5.

Jackson, the No. 28 player in
the nation, earned the Toreros' first
singles point with a 6-2, 6-4. Shortly
thereafter, Bubnic cruised past his
opponent 6-2, 6-2. Spinosa then
sent USD into the final with style
by dominating Saint Mary's Saad
Benkirane 6-0,6-0.
On Saturday against the Broncos,
Spinosa and Visy once again got
things started by posting the Toreros'
first doubles victory, 8-3. Jackson and
Pohlmann bounced back from their
shaky performance the previous day
to win 8-4 and clinch the doubles
point.
Spinosa continued to dispatch
his opponents with ease in singles
play, putting the Toreros up 2-0 with
a 6-2, 6-3 victory. The win was his
28th of the year, tying an all-time
USD freshman record. After Visy
stumbled 6-3, 6-2, Jackson responded
with a 6-3, 6-2 victory of his own

to move the Toreros one point away
from an automatic berth in the NCAA
tournament. A few minutes later,
Bubnic got the celebration started as
he completed his 6-4,7-5 triumph.
USD's impressive performance
ended Pepperdine's string of 20
consecutive WCC titles. Although the
Toreros lost to Pepperdine in Malibu
6-1 earlier in the year, Masi felt as
though their absence should not
diminish his team's accomplishment.
"I felt like we had a shot to beat
them," Masi said. "It doesn't change
anything five years from now. There
are no asterisks."
Another place where there will
be no asterisks is Jackson's resume.
The German All-American, who
will go down as one of USD's alltime greats, finished his career with
a perfect record at home. With the
NCAA tournament on the horizon,
he realizes he is on the verge of

something special.
"Once I get into a grind,"
Jackson said, "there are very few
people in the country who can hang
with me playing that type of tennis. I
think I have some momentum."
Masi's team may have lost
some of that momentum a few weeks
ago, but they are back to playing the
way they know they are capable of.
Masi stressed a team-first attitude
from the beginning of the year, even
though tennis is a primarily individual
sport. The results have spoken for
themselves.
"I wanted to put team bonding at
the forefront and make tennis a team
sport," Masi said. "I think early on
that put us in the right mind set."
The Toreros and their regularseason opponents would have to
agree, and now it is time to see how
far that mind set can carry them in the
NCAA Tournament.

As sports fans, all
we have is hope

By Tyler Wilson
Hope is a very powerful aspect
of sports. It is what keeps the players
and fans ticking in a perpetual feeling
of desire and possible achievement. No
matter how badly a team is down in a
playoff series, how horrible a team's
record is or how immoral its players
are, there is always hope that maybe
someday that team can climb out of that
massive playoff abyss, escape regular
season mediocrity and have a team that
wins the right way.
Hope will always be existent
in sports, no matter how bleak the
circumstances. It was present in me on
Monday during Game 4 of the Spurs
Grizzlies series. As a native of San
Antonio and a life-long Spurs fan, I
have always been a loyal supporter of
the team, and with this support comes
hope. But more so than ever before, this
hope had a sense of falsity to it. The
Spurs aren't really a 61-win team; they
are a 61-win team under the guise of a
50-win team.
Nonetheless, I chose to ignore this
guise because I want my team to win
«nother championship. But throughout
the series, the Spurs have been exposed
for who they really are. An unathletic,
aging team who relies on 3-pointers way
too much. Still choosing to ignore this
guise, 1 will always hold a sense of hope
that they will be able to come back when
losing any game or any series, or that
they might bounce back next season.
But this is unrealistic.
And that's all hope is. Hope is
unrealistic. Hope is something you do
when you have nothing left to turn to.
And for me, hope that the Spurs will win
another championship has dwindled.
Hope is ignorance. Hope is choosing to
ignore the reality for the chance that a

miracle might occur.
These miracles do happen though,
which is why we as sports fans Ijope
every year, every game and every play
that our team can prevail. All those Cubs
fans out there who have been hoping for
a World Series Championship for over
100 years are still hoping. It happened
for the Red Sox, so why can't it happen
for the Cubs?
This reasoning is exactly what
differentiates the fair-weather fan from
the true fan. True fans display their hope
for their team's success through thick
and thin, and will never stop hoping.
As a true Spurs fan, I ignore all
the critics' claims about the team's
mundanity in their play and personality.
I ignore all the claims about the Spurs'
old age and lack of size in the paint
because I hope they can overcome these
imperfections.
These imperfections have been
magnified by the Grizzlies, and have
truly exposed the Spurs. Nonetheless,
1 will believe that my team still has
a chance to win a championship. But
after witnessing their imperfections,
mounting a comeback would be a
miracle, especially for this year's aging
Spurs.
True fans become blinded of these
imperfections by the hope they hold for
their team's success. Even though it may
be a false sense of hope, there is always
a first time for everything. And when
you don't expect it, your hope and faith
in your team will prove to be beneficial
to the true fan.
Hope in sports can provide
many different emotions to the fans
and players. It can change a player's
demeanor and a fan's enthusiasm.
Therefore, hope is a necessity in sports.
And eventually when this hope starts
to manifest itself, it turns into belief.
If a flicker of positivity were to shine
through, belief can start to manifest
itself. And once belief is present, there is
no looking back.
Currently, I do not believe the
Spurs will win another championship
in the Tim Duncan era. I have not
seen any flickers of positivity in this
year's playoffs to believe so. Therefore
my hope's manifestation has not yet
occurred. But no matter what, 1 will
always have that hope as a true fan.

TOP: Junior Patrick Pohlmann (left) and senior Dean Jackson (right) compete in doubles at the WCC Championships. BOTTOM: junior
Nikola Bubnic (left) and senior Nils Schive (right) congratulate each other after a doubles victory against Santa Clara.
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Sophomore LaurenTomey takes a swing in theToreros' victorious series against the Santa Clara Broncos.

Complete a class in three weeks,
then do it again!

7 Get It All

3 Be Cool

Take six-week classes and intern or work
this summer, too!

San Francisco is cooler than most of the
country, and the weather is not as hot either

6 A Summer in SF

2 Experience Culture

Take 12-week classes (and lose your heart
in San Francisco)

Walking distance to world class concerts,
festivals, museums, and food

5 Get Ahead

] Be Known

Make time to study abroad or allow more
options in your senior year

Take classes with professors who know
your name and care about your learning

4 Catch Up

www.summeratUSF.org

Stay on track and graduate with your friends

Educating Minds and Hearts to Change the World

Toreros softball extends
11-game winning streak
By Morgan Woodrow
Elevating their team to an 11-game
winning streak, USD's three lone softball
seniors, Kristen Gensler, Celeste Soto and
Megan Walsh, finished up their last home games
as Toreros. These three seniors have led the team
this year and are not ready for their memorable
careers to be over. "On top of it all, we are
winning," Gensler said, "and have a chance of
having a postseason, which is awesome because
I'm not quite ready for it all to end."
Gensler, Soto and Walsh have always
worn Toreros jerseys throughout their collegiate
softball careers. Hitting above a .300 average
collectively, they have led the Toreros to
numerous successful seasons in the Pacific
Coast Softball Conference. All three have left
their special mark on the team and will be
missed. "I hope to be remembered as a leader,"
Gensler said, "and to make sure that everyone
knows their importance on the team."
USD began their winning streak with a 4-2
victory over the Sacramento State University
Hornets on April 9 in Sacramento, Calif.
Continuing the winning streak, the Toreros
recently defeated the Santa Clara University
Broncos in a four-game series. In game one,
Walsh set the tone for the entire series and came

up big with a two-RBI double to center field to
start the game. Junior Jessica Tieszen continued
her offensive consistency with a three-run home
run following Walsh's double. Once the tone
was set, the Toreros were able to breeze through
the next three games against the Broncos.
The Toreros have relied on their offense in
this 11-game winning streak, raising their team
batting average to .278. USD leads the Coastal
Division of the PCSC with an 11-1 record, with
a four-game series against the Saint Mary's
College Gaels and the Loyola Marymount
University Lions remaining in their season.
"I can't wait for the next weekend to
come," Walsh said. "And for us to play with this
fire again. This team has it this year and I have
never felt more confident. We're going to do big
things in the rest of this season."
The Toreros are growing closer as a team
as their season comes to a close. For the seniors,
it's bittersweet, but the Toreros will continue to
fight for their first conference championship.
"I hate to say that I have to leave this team in
a month," Walsh said, "but this is the way it's
supposed to be. We're a family."
The Toreros will be looking to use this
familial foundation to finish the season strong.
Their next series will begin on Saturday, April
30, against the Saint Mary's Gaels at the USD
Softball Complex.

Women's tennis loses to Pepperdine in WCC final
1111111111

By Celeste Soto
Most students spent the beginning
of their Easter breaks traveling home
to spend time with their families, but
the USD women's tennis team spent
their time fighting their way to the
WCC Conference Finals.
Their journey began on Thursday,
April 21, as they faced the No. 8 seed
Saint Mary's College Gaels on the
first day of the WCC Tournament.
The Toreros went into the tournament
seeded No. 1 .Afterclinching the victory
against the Gaels, they moved on to
battle the fourth-seeded Santa Clara
University Broncos Friday afternoon.
Defeating both Saint Mary's and Santa
Clara allowed them to advance into the
WCC Finals on Saturday, facing the
Pepperdine University Waves, where
they came up just short of claiming the
WCC Conference championship.
Thursday's match against Saint
Mary's began with a dominating USD
performance by doubles duo junior
Maja Sujica and freshman Anna
Depenau, defeating their opponents,
8-1. Following up with a second
victory, the No. 85 ranked Toreros
powerhouse pair junior Juliette Coupez
and sophomore Stephanie Hoffpauir
clinched the doubles point with their
win over the Broncos, 8-4.
With the Toreros on top,
they moved into singles play with
confidence and poise, as Hoffpauir
clinched the first singles point 6-2,
6-0. Sophomore Laura Claus kept
the ball rolling as she added a singles
point in USD's favor, thus extending
her career-long winning streak to
13. Depenau wrapped up the Toreros
victory over the Gaels as she defeated
her opponent, 6-1, 6-4, leaving the
USD women's tennis team with their
lOth-straight win of the season. The
Toreros moved on to Friday to face
fourth-seeded Santa Clara in round two
of the WCC Tournament competition.
The Toreros got off to a rocky start
as they suffered two straight defeats in
doubles play in their match against the
Broncos. The USD women showed
just how tough they are, bouncing back
to win their next three singles points.
These momentous victories came from
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Sophomore Stephanie Hoffpauir reaches for the ball in an intense match against the Pepperdine Waves in the WCC Championship this past weekend.

Depenau, Coupez and Claus. In the
process, Coupez stretched her careerhigh streak to 10 victories and Claus
extended her winning streak to 14
singles matches.
Santa Clara did not go down
without a fight, as they clinched a
singles victory over USD. This proved
to be a minor detour for the Toreros, as
sophomore Josymar Escalona clawed
her way to a singles victory. Escalona
won the first set, 6-2, and fell behind

in the second set before she rallied
for three straight points to clinch the
match. This victorious battle moved
the Toreros to the WCC Finals and
broke a 1983 USD women's tennis
record with their recent 11 th-straight
victory.
Going into the big day, Torero
emotions were running high, the
team knowing that this single day's
anticipated outcome held what they
had been working for all season - a

WCC Championship. Unfortunately,
the day did not end happily for the
Toreros, as they ended their WCC
season with a loss to Pepperdine in the
finals.
Saturday started strong for
USD with a doubles victory by duo
Hoffpauir and Coupez. The Toreros
were quickly put to a halt when the
Waves clinched two straight doubles
victories. Moving into singles play,
Depenau and Claus clinched two

singles wins for USD. This is where
the Toreros hit another wall, which
they could not find momentum to
pass. The Waves went on to defeat the
Toreros, leaving USD with a heartwrenching loss to end their 11-match
winning streak.
USD lingers in anticipation
as they wait to hear of their NCAA
destiny. The NCAA Division I
women's selection announcements
will happen on Tuesday, May 3.
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USD senior Godfrey Smith entering NFL Draft
Smith looking to he second player drafted in USD history

By David Downs
If the NFL Lockout is not resolved
by next September, there will be no
football next season. But for now,
the 2011 NFL Draft will provide fans
everywhere with a sense of false hope
and will be held April 28 to 30 at the
Radio City Music Hall in New York
City.
While
names
like
Auburn
University's Heisman Trophy-winning
quarterback Cam Newton, the University
of Georgia's star receiver A.J. Green and
Texas A&M's rush specialist Von Miller
are expected to be called within the top
five picks, two San Diego products are
hoping just to hear their names called on
draft day.
USD's own senior wide receiver
Godfrey Smith will be entering the
draft as a clear underdog. Five major
mock draft websites (ESPN, Walter
Football, Draft King, Newsportdraft and
NFLdraftscout) currently don't have
Smith slated to be selected during the
seven-round event.
"1 had a good workout," Smith
said. "But from what I'm hearing I'm
not expected to be drafted, so I'm most
likely going to have to go the free agent
route. But it really just depends on how
much I get my film around and if any
teams think I can help them."
Smith, who was named the Toreros'
Offensive MVP for the 2010 season,
finished with a team-high 68 receptions
for 1,024 yards and seven touchdowns.
Smith was ranked first in the Pioneer
Football League in total receiving yards
per game at 93.1. He was also ranked
.second in the league for total receptions.
These stats have received the attention
of a few NFL teams.
"The Saints and Falcons both have
expressed interest in me," Smith said.
"And I got a call from the Chiefs today
[April 26]. Those are the teams that have
expressed the most interest, so they're
my favorites right now."
While
Smith
possesses
the
statistics and physical attributes (6-foot2, 195 pounds) that pro scouts desire, he
finds himself at a serious disadvantage.
He doesn't come out of a school that's
known for developing pro prospects. The
situation is worsened because he didn't
play in a true Division I conference.
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Senior wide receiver Godfrey Smith (No. 1) is tackled after a long reception against Valparaiso University last season. If he doesn't get drafted, he will enter free agency.

While Alabama University's firstround prospect receiver Julio Jones was
going head-to-head with highly-touted
cornerback prospects, such as Patrick
Peterson of Louisiana State University,
on a weekly basis in the powerhouse
South Eastern Conference, Smith was
lining up against relatively unknowns
throughout most of his college career.
These criticisms may seem unfair
due to the fact that they were out of
Smith's control, but the hard truth is
that professional football is a tough
profession to break into. Just look at
San Diego State University's coveted
senior receiver Vincent Brown. Brown
also compiled impressive stats this past
season, pulling down 69 receptions
and 10 touchdowns for 1,352 yards.
While USD's Smith actually comes in
at a full three inches taller then Brown,

the SDSU receiver is at an advantage
because he played for a true Division
I Football Bowl Subdivision school
rather than a Football Championship
Subdivision school.
NFL scouts have clearly taken this
into consideration, as Brown is currently
ranked as the 14th best receiver in the
draft by NFLdraftscout.com. The irony
here? Brown is currently slated to land
somewhere between the middle of the
sixth round and completely undrafted
on most mock draft sites, including the
ones aforementioned. This provides
further evidence of the uphill battle both
men will be facing next week.
While SDSU has had at least one
player selected in each of the last six
drafts, Smith Is hoping to become only
the second USD player selected in the
draft during the same time span.

"I'm not expecting to be drafted,"
Smith said. "If I am, I'll jump for joy.
But for now, I'm just preparing to go the
free agent route and see were it takes
me."
The last Torero to be selected in the
draft was quarterback Josh Johnson, who
was selected 160th overall by the Tampa
Bay Buccaneers in the 2008 draft. Once
believed to be "the quarterback of the
future" in Tampa Bay, Johnson became
an afterthought within the Buccaneers
organization after head coach Jon
Gruden was replaced by current coach
Raheem Morris after the 2008 season.
Morris demoted Johnson after selecting
future Pro-Bowl alternate Josh Freeman
out of Kansas State University with
the T7th overall pttk' ih the 2009 'draft.
Johnson is currently second on the team
depth chart and is only expected to be

the backup for the 2011 season, if he
isn't released during training camp.
The situations of USD's Johnson
and Smith and SDSU's Brown
demonstrate the harsh and unforgiving
nature of the NFL. It's a place where
outstanding young quarterbacks can be
coined "the quarterback of the future"
one moment and on the verge of outright
termination the next; a place where star
receivers who demand the respect of
their teammates and opponents alike
can go undrafted and forgotten just as
easily as they catch highlight-worthy
touchdowns.
When watching or listening to the
draft this coming week, keep your fingers
crossed for these two hardworking, over
achieving dreamers who, with a little bit
of good fortune, will be able to see their
dreams realized.

U S D n o t b l a m e l e s s Dugout Diary: constantly learning
in betting scandal
By Anthony Strazzara

By Chris Hanneke
I started out this week trying to
come up with a way to defend Brandon
Johnson. I didn't intend to necessarily
defend his actions, but I felt like the
school was just kind of throwing him
under the bus. After all, this is America,
where you are innocent until proven
guilty, and nothing has been proven yet.
But I realized two things. First,
the school and the coaches probably
know a lot more details than anyone
else does. He may not be guilty in the
court of law yet, but something tells me
school officials have seen enough to
know he was in the wrong in some way
or another.
The other thing I realized was a
bit tougher for me to swallow, because
I am of the belief that a coach should
always have his players' backs, even in
their darkest hours. Ohio State coach
Jim Tressel broke NCAA rules by not
reporting his knowledge of his players
illegally selling their merchandise.
There's something about that that
appeals to me. The players bust their
asses every day for their coaches, so
part of me appreciates that Tressel
would bust his ass in return in order to
protect his players. That's part of the
agreement, that's part of the trust that
players and coaches should have in one
another.
But what I realized was that
Johnson violated that trust by putting
his entire team at risk and, more than
likely, directly cost them a chance to
win. A coach should have his player's
back, but only if he knows that player
is doing everything he can to win for
his team. So while I initially wanted
to condemn coach Bill Grier for not
having Johnson's back, I can't blame
him when I take into consideration the

fact that Johnson violated the player/
coach trust agreement.
Still, one thing continues to bother
me about the way this whole thing has
been handled. For the most part, 1 can
appreciate what the school is trying to
do. In an effort to save the university's
image as much as possible, President
Mary Lyons and, really, the entire
athletic department, have distanced
themselves from the allegations as
much as possible. They have shaped
their defense in a way that basically says
Johnson, Brandon Dowdy and Thaddeus
Brown acted as rogue members of the
university. It is the best possible way
to tell alumni and boosters, as well as
prospective students, that the school
would never stand for such behavior.
But at some point, someone on
behalf of the school needs to be held
accountable. Grier hinted at the fact that
he may hold some blame when he said
he and his coaching staff try their best to
educate their players to make the right
decisions. Yet, he never admitted that he,
himself, had failed in that department.
Moreover, he never acknowledged that
he has failed on more than one occasion,
with the Trumaine Johnson case still
lingering over his head as well.
That is what baffled me the most
about the news conference that featured
Lyons, athletic director Ky Snyder and
Grier. No one seemed to question why
this educational process continued to
break down. Instead, Lyons voiced her
utmost support for Grier and said he had
the school's full backing.
Grier's
body
language
and
expression suggested he had just gone
through hell that week. He looked like
a man defeated, simply at a loss for
what step to take next. And while 1
admire the school's desire to distance
itself from Johnson's actions, I can't
help but question why it would keep the
man in charge of overseeing the entire
basketball program employed after he
clearly failed in the one department
he claimed to have under control. He
obviously has trouble controlling his
players, and that is something that I find
hard to believe will ever change.
Apparently the school feels
otherwise, and the Grier era will
continue on. Which begs the question,
what could possibly happen next?

On the surface, baseball is a simple
game. As Crash Davis in the famous
movie "Bull Durham" said, "You throw
the ball. You hit the ball. You catch the
ball." Pretty simple, right? However,
anyone who has ever played baseball
knows there is much more to it than
that.
While batting, a hitter is at the
mercy of a pitcher who is liable to
throw a fastball, curveball or any other
pitch he may have in his arsenal. In
order to throw a strike, a pitcher must
throw the ball a distance of roughly
60 feet through a zone only 17 inches
wide and roughly two feet in height. As
a fielder, one has to anticipate moving
in any and every direction at the time
of each pitch. And these details are just
the basics - 1 haven't even mentioned
signs, defensive plays or the nuances of
situational hitting.
All in all, baseball is a game that
forces its players to keep learning, and
it is a sport that humbles its players like
no other sport can.
More than any season in recent
memory, this 2011 campaign has
humbled USD baseball and tested the
wills of everyone involved with the
program. From a team perspective, we
have obviously struggled to a win-loss
record that no one could have predicted.
However, this record doesn't tell
the entire story. We have lost numerous
one-run games that were decided by a
single pitch or bad break. Just last week,
we were within one strike of handing
the University of California, Irvine their
first home loss of the year before they
rallied in the bottom of the 12th inning
for a walk off two-run home run.
From a personal perspective, 1
have had by far the most frustrating
season of my career. Other players on
the team who, like me, were optimistic
and prepared to excel at the start of the
season, have had similar struggles at
the plate and on the pitching mound.
To be fair, we have had some standout
performances this year, and some
players have had solid years thus far.
However, for the most part, we have
fallen short of our expectations as a
baseball team because of the lackluster
seasons turned in by myself and by
other players who were expected to be
key contributors.
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Senior utility Tony Strazzara hits a foul ball against the Pepperdine Waves two weeks ago.

Taking it back to baseball as a
game of learning, what could be a
better teacher of humility and handling
adversity than a season such as this?
Obviously, regardless of how the last
month of this season plays out, no one
on this team is going to be happy with
the way we have played up to this point.
In addition, the players who
invested their time and effort and put
in so many hours off the field may look
back and feel like their hard work did

not pay off, and it's going to be a tough
pill to swallow. Nonetheless, whether
we realize it tomorrow, sometime this
summer or a year from now, 1 can't
overstate the impact that this season
will have on us. For the rest of our lives
we can use the trials of this season as
a lesson in handling difficult times, and
as an example of utmost humility. We
will all be better men for enduring this
tough 2011 season, and I'm grateful for
the experiences I've had this year.
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"You can't put a limit on anything. The more you dream, the farther you
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- MICHAEL PHELPS?
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Senior Scott Brace, a native of Suffolk, England, swings his driver at the WCC Championships, held April 18 to 19 at the Farms Golf Club in Rancho Santa Fe, Calif.

No. 24 men's golf finishes third in WCC Championships
By David Downs
Perhaps the pressure of last
year's success was too much for the
USD men's golf team to handle. The
team has had their share of great
moments this season, but oftentimes
these moments have been marred
by inconsistency, especially under
pressure.
Going into the West Coast
Conference Championship, the major
question surrounding the team was
whether or not they would be able to
overcome inconsistencies in time to
compete for a WCC Championship.
Fortunately, for the Toreros,

they have the benefit of playing with tie for first at 212 (75-70-67).
fellow teammate Alex Ching, who
"Alex has had a great year,"
was recently selected as the WCC head coach Tim Mickelson said,
Men's Golfer of the Year. Living up to "placing first three times and totaling
his reputation, Ching tied University nine top 20 finishes from 11 events.
of San Francisco junior Taylor Travis That is a tremendously successful
for first overall at 212 at the WCC and consistent season and I'm glad
Championship. Ultimately, Travis he was recognized accordingly for his
won the two-man playoff on the efforts."
second playoff hole with a birdie on
Mickelson won some hardware
the par-5 ninth hole to take home of his own this past weekend after
medalist honors and the 2011 WCC being named the 2011 co-WCC Coach
Individual Champion trophy.
of the Year, sharing the honor with
.•> Although he came up short in the ..Portland Unyveqsity.'.s Bill Winter.
final round, Ching played like a true This recognition is well deserved, as
superstar, going 8-under par through Mickelson currently has the Toreros
16 holes before shooting a final round ranked No. 24 in the nation. His
67 to move up from 10th place into a leadership will be much needed in the

coming weeks as he prepares his team
for the 2011 NCAA West Regionals.
One key characteristic of
this year's squad has been its
perseverance. Although they've faced
tough competition throughout the
season and have experienced many
highs and lows due to their untimely
inconsistent play, their never-saydie attitude has helped them to fight
through the turbulence of the season
and continue to succeed despite their
flaws.
"Our- team played bard through
tough conditions," senior Gunner
Wiebe said. "Our goal was to win,
which we fell short of accomplishing,
but we are working hard to get in

Junior Alex Ching was recently selected as WCC Player of the Year. He finished tied for individual first place in the WCC Championships, but lost in the playoff round.

shape for NCAA Regionals."
Wiebe (T-25 at 226; 71-76-79
this past weekend) joins his teammate
Ching as WCC All-Conference first
team selections. Two other Toreros,
senior Ben Murray (T-I3 at 220; 7076-74) and freshman Manav Shah
(who finished +3 at 219 72-80-67),
were selected as All-WCC honorable
mention.
The Toreros' next competition
will be at the 2011 NCAA Division
I Western Regionals. It is scheduled
to-be .held at The Farms Golf Club in
Rancho Santa Fe, Calif., May 19 to
21. The Toreros will surely look to
improve upon their performance at
the WCC Championships.
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Junior Corey LeVier records a hit during theToreros' series against the Portland Pilots this past weekend at Cunningham Stadium

USD finally prevails against nationally-ranked competition
Toreros defeat No. 10 Cat State Fullerton, gaining momentum for
By John Sandberg
USD played multiple games over
the past couple of weeks, beginning with
four games at Cunningham Stadium.
The Toreros easily won against the
Point Loma Nazarene University
Sea Lions in a single contest before
claiming two out of three games against
the Pepperdine University Waves. Two
days later it was off to the University of
California, Irvine, where the Toreros fell
in a heartbreaker to the Anteaters before
returning home this past weekend and
winning one of three games against the
Portland University Pilots.
Then, on Tuesday, the' Toreros
finally played up to their potential,
defeating the No. 10 California State
University, Fullerton, Titans 12-8. With
these recent games in the books, USD
sits at 3-6 in the WCC and 12-26 overall.
USD did what was expected against
neighboring Point Loma, easily beating
them by a score of 10-0 behind a solid
pitching effort from freshman Paul
Paez. Allowing no runs in five innings of
work as the starter, Paez was helped out
by the Torero offense, which hammered
out 15 hits against the Sea Lions on the
way to a 10-run victory. Freshman Max
MacNabb gave up one hit in three good
innings of relief on the mound.
After a couple days of rest, USD
was back at it for a home series against
Pepperdine. In game one, the Toreros'
junior ace Chris Jensen threw 8.0 lightsout innings, allowing three runs, all
unearned. Head coach Rich Hill spoke
highly of the junior right-hander before
the Pepperdine series.
"Jensen's been the rock of the
pitching staff," Hill said. "When he's
on, he's as good as there is in Division

I baseball. When he puts the command
and feel together with that velocity, he
has a chance to be special."
Meanwhile, junior shortstop Julian
Duran knocked out three hits and three
RBIs in the game, as USD went on to
win big, 13-3.
Game two proved a bit more
dramatic. With USD down 3-2 in the
ninth inning, junior Zach Sullivan led
off with a single and was moved into
scoring position thanks to a sacrifice
bunt from senior Tony Strazzara.
Redshirt sophomore Dillon Checkal
followed with a ringing RBI triple, tying
the game at three. With Checkal on third,
redshirt senior Kevin Muno and Duran
drew intentional walks, loading the
bases with one out. After junior Bryan
Haar went down on strikes, freshman
Kris Bryant came to the plate and drew
a two-out walk, bringing in the winning
run and giving the Toreros a hard fought
4-3 victory. Junior Paul Sewald earned
his second win of the season, throwing
2.1 innings and giving up no runs.
The series already in hand, the
Toreros went into game three looking
for the sweep. With the score tied 9-9
after eight innings, the Waves scored
two runs in the top of the ninth. Muno
started off a ninth inning USD rally
with a one-out bunt single. Junior Zach
Kometani later hit a single, bringing in
Muno and cutting the deficit to one, but
the Toreros could not do much more.
The final was Pepperdine 11, USD 10.
Offensively, Kometani continued to
impress, going 5-6 with four RBIs in the
game.
Following Pepperdine, USD hit
the road to take on No. 18 UC Irvine
in a non-conference match up. The
two teams traded leads in the seventh
and eighth innings, and the score was

knotted at six runs a piece after nine. In
extra innings, Sullivan recorded one of
his four RBI in the game during the 12th
inning, giving USD a 7-6 advantage.
With two outs secured in the bottom
half of the 12th, USD had the win at
its fingertips. The Anteaters had other
plans. UC Irvine's redshirt senior Brian
Hernandez hit a single, and senior Drew
Hillman directly followed with a walkoff home run for UC Irvine. Game over,
victory gone. The final was 8-7.
Returning home to Cunningham
Stadium, USD took on Portland at
the end of last week. In game one, the
Toreros looked very much like a team
still reeling from a disheartening road
loss. The Pilots roughed up Jensen early
for three runs in the first inning. From
there, Portland continued to bang the
ball around the yard and led 14-0 after
six innings. USD then scored two runs
on a Kometani double in the eighth
inning, bringing the game to its final
score of 14-2.
Starting pitcher redshirt sophomore
Calvin
Drummond
personified a
renewed energy shown by the Toreros
in game two. Drummond dominated
the Pilots for 7.0 innings, allowing one
unearned run and striking out eight.
However, Portland starter junior Kyle
Kraus was equally impressive, pitching
8.1 innings and allowing a single run.
With USD trailing 2-0 going into the
ninth, Checkal hit a single and was
followed by Bryant, who reached base
on an error. These two were driven home
off the bat of (who else) Kometani, tying
the game at two and sending it into extra
innings. In the top of the 10th inning,
Pilots' freshman Turner Gill hit an RBI
single, and USD was unable to respond.
With the 3-2 win, Portland secured the
series victory.

USD came out with something to
prove in game three. The starter for the
Toreros was freshman Dylan Covey,
who perhaps was also looking to prove
something. Covey has struggled in a
few recent starts because of dealing
with shoulder inflammation in the
past month. Prior to this outing, Hill
remained extremely confident in the
freshman's ability, saying that Covey
has simply been "going through some of
the stuff that freshmen go through."
"He's an exceptional talent," Hill
said, "and he's finding his way like
anybody else."
Covey was tremendously effective
against the Pilots, pitching 4.1 innings
and giving up no runs and just two hits.
Paez provided some outstanding relief
as well, pitching 4.2 innings and not
allowing a single hit.
Not to be forgotten, the USD offense
came ready to play against Portland's
best starting pitcher, sophomore Chris
Johnson. The Toreros knocked out 14
hits in the game, led by designated hitter
junior Corey LeVier, who went 3-3 with
four RBIs. USD won by a final score of
9-0.
On Tuesday, the Toreros gained
some much needed momentum as they
beat Cal State Fullerton 12-8. LeVier
went 3-3 with four RBIs and one
home run on the day, leading USD's
offensive attack. The Toreros recorded
17 hits in this back and forth affair.
USD finally broke it open in the sixth
inning, recording five runs on five hits
and ultimately taking the lead for good,
10-6. Each team recorded two more
runs for a final score of 12-8. MacNabb
captured his first win of the season and
Paez recorded the save.
Of the 15 remaining games for
USD, 10 are road games. With this in

play

mind, the Toreros will rely on individual
leaders to step up if they want to compete
down the stretch, and it all starts at the
top with Hill. This being his 23rd year
in the business, Hill shows the poise and
wisdom that one would expect from a
seasoned veteran, even in the midst of
an admittedly lackluster season.
"I'm a man of faith and I have a lot
of trust that things are going the way
they're supposed to go," Hill said. "In
a leadership position, you have to exude
energy and confidence for the job you're
doing, and be a positive role model for
young men in time of peril, and that's
exactly what we're in. The win-loss
record isn't very good, but I want to
show my guys how you're supposed
to act and how you're supposed to lead
when the storm hits."
Before these recent games, Hill
also gave his insights on the way the
season has gone and what to expect of
the rest of the year.
"Plain and simple, we just haven't
gotten it done up to this point," Hill said.
"That being said, we believe the past is
a prelude and the best is yet to come.
The past has been a great teacher for
us. We're just focused on the rest of the
WCC."
USD has 12 games left against
WCC opponents, beginning tomorrow
with three games at Saint Mary's
College.
"I think Gonzaga and Loyola
Marymount have established themselves
as the two hot teams," Hill said. "I think
everybody else is very equal, and it's the
team that plays the best that day that's
going to win. I like our chances now, the
future looks a lot brighter than the past."
Tomorrow's game against the Saint
Mary's Gaels in Moraga, Calif., will
begin at 3 p.m.

LEFT: Freshman third baseman/first baseman Kris Bryant prepares to swing against the Pilots. RIGHT: Junior catcher Zach Kometani attempts to tag a Portland runner at home to prevent a run.

